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I. INTRODUCTION 
Molecu la r optics concerns the study of nonl inear processes and materials 
derived from molecular systems. The existence of a wide range of molecular 
structures gives rise to a correspondingly large variety of opt ica l transit ions. 
These transit ions, or resonances, determine the nature of the responses of the 
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system to electromagnetic fields; hence their detailed study is of paramount 
importance to the development of a fuller understanding of the nonl inear pro-
perties. F o r some purposes it is advantageous to opt imize the nonl inear 
response in the transparent regime of the mater ia l . In such a case the losses are 
m in ima l and the response times are shortest. However , enormous enhance-
ments of the nonlinear signals occur when the incident electromagnetic field 
frequencies match those of the opt ica l transit ions. In order to understand the 
responses in such cases, it is necessary to have detailed knowledge of both the 
opt ica l transitions and the dynamica l processes that can be undergone by 
the excited states. Th is special case of resonant molecular optics is the subject 
of the present chapter. 
In order to lay the basis for later appl icat ions to specific systems, Section II 
consists of a survey of the structural and dynamica l properties of molecular 
condensed matter. Bo th the v ibra t iona l and the electronic resonances of j 
molecular solids are discussed, as are the effects on them of intermolecular 
interactions, energy transfer, charge transfer, and disorder. Sect ion III ! 
contains the theoretical foundat ion of the resonant nonl inear responses, from 
which later results can be deduced. Dens i ty matr ix methods that can be used to 
describe the interaction of molecules w i th both weak and strong laser fields are 
developed in this section, which relies heavi ly on previous fundamental work 
on the resonant nonl inear response (Bloembergen, 1965; Butcher, 1965; 
He l lwar th , 1977; F lytzanis , 1975). In resonant nonl inear experiments, energy 
is transferred from the electromagnetic field to the med ium, so in Sect ion III 
we also consider the optics of each experiment in terms of complex wave 
vectors inc luding al l the relevant absorpt ion coefficients. Section IV is the 
m a i n part of the chapter, consist ing of a review of resonant nonl inear opt ica l 
experiments chosen to il lustrate the variety of molecular responses and 
systems that have been studied dur ing the past few years. The nonl inear 
opt ical properties and spectroscopic transit ions can usually be studied by the 
t ime-domain or frequency-domain methods. A part of our interest has been to 
establish experimental and theoretical relat ionships between these two 
approaches, and such comparisons are brought out whenever possible. 
II. STRUCTURAL AND DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF 
MOLECULAR SYSTEMS 
A. Electronic States and Transitions 
The linear absorpt ion strengths of electronic transit ions in molecules range 
over ~ 1 2 orders of magnitude. The weakest are the singlet-to-triplet 
transit ions, which may have / values as low as 1 0 " 1 2 , and the strongest spin-
al lowed transit ions have / % 1. The range of nonl inear interaction strengths is 
even g r e a t e r — 1 0 2 4 for second-order and 1 0 3 6 for third-order processes. Even 
the symmetry-al lowed transit ions of a molecule cover a range of / values that 
for an aromat ic hydrocarbon might be as m u c h as two orders of magnitude. 
Thus it is apparent that the extent of resonant enhancement of opt ica l 
processes is very much dependent on the specific nature of the resonant state; 
for example, it is quite possible to have an exact resonance wi th a weak 
transit ion and yet have the signal dominated by nonresonant background 
effects. However , the extent of the chemical and structural changes that occur 
on electronic excitat ion is not necessarily related to the transit ion strength. 
F o r example, large changes in permanent dipole moment are k n o w n to occur 
for both weak and strong transit ions. 
The most c o m m o n types of molecular excited states involve two-electron 
configurations of the type nn*, an*, and nn*, or the excited electron is moved 
to another region of the molecule, leaving beh ind a positive center, to form a 
charge-transfer state. The low-energy states of aromatic and polyene 
molecules are of nn* type, whereas molecules hav ing valence-shell electrons 
that are nonbond ing frequently have low-energy an*, nn*, or charge-transfer 
states. A romat i c molecules and polyenes are often approximate ly cen-
trosymmetric, such that their states can be classified as even (g) and odd (u) 
functions of the electronic coordinates. The aromatics usually have the u states 
at lowest energy, but there are many exceptions to this, inc lud ing b ipheny l 
(Whi teman et ai, 1973) and biphenylene (Hochstrasser and M c A l p i n e , 1966; 
M c A l p i n e , 1968), both of wh ich have low-energy g states. Polyenes longer 
than three double bonds generally have a g state at lowest energy ( H u d s o n 
et ai, 1982). Since these symmetry designations apply only to the equ i l i b r ium 
nuclear configurations of the molecules and there are many degrees of free-
dom, it follows that no electronic transit ions are strictly forbidden: the zero-
point mot i on can always a l low the nucle i to seek out a conf igurat ion that is 
sufficiently distorted for the t ransi t ion to become allowed. The magnitude of 
this so-called He r zbe rg -Te l l e r cont r ibut i on to the absorpt ion coefficient 
depends on a variety of factors, inc lud ing the prox imi ty of intense electronic 
transit ions for molecules hav ing the equ i l ib r ium structure. Typ ica l ly , for 
aromatics the ext inct ion coefficient e m a x of such induced spectra is ~ 500 liters 
m o P 1 cm™1 (absorption cross section a of ~ 2 x 1 0 " 1 8 cm 2 ) , whereas the 
al lowed parts, when they occur, have a m a x « 1 0 4 liters m o P 1 c m - 1 (a % 4 x 
1 0 ~ 1 7 cm 2 ) . Wh i l e the a l lowed n^n* transit ions of aromatics and polyenes 
are relatively strong, the symmetry-a l lowed n -+ n* transitions, because of the 
small overlap of the electronic orbitals involved, are often 10-100 times less 
intense. A l so intense are some transit ions where the charge is substantial ly 
displaced in the excited state. These include many polar dyes, where the opt i -
cal transit ion approximate ly corresponds to a transformation into a qu ino ida l 
structure, and conjugated systems hav ing separated electron donor (such as 
dimethylamine) and acceptor (such as nitro) substituents. Another example of 
very strong transit ions occurs for weak charge-transfer complexes ( M u l l i k e n 
charge transfer), where an electron is transferred completely from the donor 
to the acceptor on excitat ion ( M u l l i k e n and Person, 1975). Wh i l e such mate-
rials are not as useful in appl icat ions where transparency is required, they 
are excellent candidates for the explorat ion of resonant nonl inear processes. 
The difference between the ground- and excited-state dipole moments A/i i n 
these cases that involve substantial electron transfer can be extremely l a r g e — 
20 D is not uncommon (Liptay, 1974)—so that this contr ibut ion to the 
magnitude of the nonl inear response can be dominant . The excited-state 
dipole moments are readily measured in solids by studies of spectra in electric 
fields (Hochstrasser, 1973). Moderate ly large values of A/z of ^ 3 D are found 
for n n* transitions i n heteroaromatics and ketones, but A/j, % 0 for 
aromatics even if they are i n principle polar. 
Besides transitions f rom the ground states, the spectra of excited organic 
molecules have also been studied. These transitions are very important to the 
nonl inear response, since they correspond to the intermediate steps, wh ich 
occur as either real or v i r tual transit ions, i n the mul t ipho ton processes. 
However , there does not exist such a large data set for excited-state transit ions, 
and there is st i l l a strong reliance on theoretical calculations to predict this 
important information. Experiments have exposed a few empir ical rules that 
are useful. The excited-state absorpt ion spectra of aromat ic molecules 
resemble the spectra of the corresponding negative ions that have strong 
absorpt ion in the visible and near ultraviolet. The nn* states have strong 
absorpt ion bands at low energy, corresponding to changes in the 7r-electron 
distr ibut ion. S imi lar ly , charge-transfer states have strong transit ions to 
higher-energy neutral states and excited states of the negative and positive i on 
components. Members of sti l l another class of molecules, the polyphenyls, 
have excited states wi th dye-l ike absorpt ion spectra as a result of the greatly 
increased conjugation and tendency toward a planar conf igurat ion in the 
excited state compared w i th the normal ly nonplanar ground states. 
B. Crystal Spectra—Excitons 
The electronic and v ibrat ional spectra of molecules are changed on passing 
to the sol id phase. Mo l e cu la r solids normal ly conta in two or more molecules 
in each unit cell, so that the crystals consist of two or more interpenetrating 
lattices. M o s t neutral molecules form either van der Waa ls lattices or in 
addi t ion may form networks through weak chemical interactions such as 
hydrogen bonds. Since there is very little electron exchange between the 
molecules in the structure, the electronic properties of most molecular crystals 
are adequately described as slightly perturbed versions of the molecular 
properties. There are of course exceptions to this, inc lud ing the charge-
transfer salts, but this chapter wi l l ma in ly refer to van der Waa ls or hydrogen-
bonded solids. 
The molecular excitations can transfer w i th in the crystal, g iv ing rise to 
excitat ion bands (Frenkel excitons) of w id th /?. The excitat ion transfer time is 
on the order of h//3, and for many of the most c ommon crystals this time is 
long compared with the internal v ibrat ion periods of the molecules. In this 
case the Frenke l excitons correspond to the excitations of a slightly perturbed 
array of approximately harmonic oscil lators. Each molecular e l ec t ron ic -
v ibrat iona l excitation then has its own distinct exciton band. F o r the ground 
electronic state, the excitations are usually termed v ibrons and /? is typical ly 1 -
20 c m " 1 , dependent on whether the v ibrat ional mot i on corresponds to an 
osci l lat ing polar izabi l i ty or an osci l lat ing dipole, the former being R a m a n -
active and the latter for infrared-active (IR-active) modes. The IR-active 
modes show the largest v ibron bandwidths. F o r electronically excited states, 
the exciton bands are formed by the electronic interact ion, and the transfer of 
the v ibrat iona l energy alone represents a m inor perturbat ion. The bandwidths 
are then determined by appor t ion ing the electronic interact ion in accordance 
wi th the F r a n c k - C o n d o n factor of the transit ion from the ground state to the 
level i n question. In certain cases of very strong opt ical transitions, the 
electronic interaction is sufficiently large that new surfaces for nuclear mo t i on 
are formed in the crystal ! That is the so-called strong coup l ing case, for which 
it is no longer appropriate to consider the v ibrat iona l mot i on as slow 
compared with energy transfer. O n l y weak coupl ing occurs for molecular 
ground states and for the excited states of most simple molecular solids 
consisting of aromatics and their substituted derivatives. The weak coupl ing 
also applies when the excited-state equ i l ib r ium geometry differs significantly 
from the ground state, such as for weak charge-transfer complexes. 
The energies of transit ions to molecular excited states in crystals (Davydov, 
1971) for the weak coupl ing case are given by 
AE = Ae + D + 0{k) (1) 
where Ae is the gas-phase transi t ion energy and D is the gas-to-crystal shift 
resulting from intermolecular interactions that do not involve exchanging the 
relevant excitation. The exciton band term fi(k) describes the energy as a 
function of the wave vector for the relevant excitation. F o r nearest-neighbor 
interactions (Robinson, 1970) and a so-called restricted Frenke l l imit i n which 
certain small terms are excluded, /?(/c) for a crystal hav ing two molecules per 
unit cell has the form 
jS(fc) = £2/Lcos(/c aa) ± X 4/U cos (^f) cos 
a a<b \ ^ J 
where pu (with ij = a, b, c) is the matr ix element for transfer between the two 
sublattices and fiaa is the nearest-neighbor transfer a long the a chain, and so on. 
The optical selection rule is Ak « 0 so that spectra show a spl i tt ing of the 
molecular transitions (Davydov splitting), which depends on the number of 
molecules in the unit cell. These k % 0 states form a basis for irreducible 
representations of the factor group of the equi l ibr ium lattice space group, so 
that symmetry designations are extremely useful in describing the spec-
troscopic transitions and selection rules. 
C. Impurity Spectra 
Both chemical and isotopic impurit ies are readily dissolved in molecular 
solids to form subst i tut ional sol id solutions. Such impurit ies alter the opt i -
cal properties through a variety of mechanisms. M o s t important ly , the band 
structures are perturbed, resulting in qualitative changes in the exciton 
dynamics. The opt ical spectra of the impurit ies resemble those of the free 
molecules. F o r example, the isotopic impurit ies have transit ion energies 
AE = As + D (3) 
The selection rules for the impur i ty spectra are determined by the symmetry of 
the crystal site at wh ich the molecule is located. It is usual that the lineshapes 
of impur i ty optical transit ions contain both homogeneous and inhomo-
geneous contr ibut ions. The inhomogeneous contr ibut ions are most evident at 
low temperatures, where the l imi t ing widths of opt ical transitions are i n the 
range of a few reciprocal centimeters. Ho l e -burn ing and photon-echo 
experiments have proven the character of these low-temperature lines (de 
Vries and Wiersma, 1976; Smal l , 1983; Hessel ink and Wiersma, 1983) but little 
was yet learned about the or ig in or specific properties of the inhomogeneties. 
The homogeneous contr ibut ions to the l inewidths involve both pure dephas-
ing and populat ion relaxation contr ibut ions, wh ich are quite system-
dependent. A t low temperatures the pure dephasing is induced by local 
lattice excitations causing fluctuations at the impur i ty center, whereas the TY 
relaxations are often approximately independent of temperature. 
D. Inhomogeneous Broadening—Line Shapes 
The exact nature of the strain disorder in molecular crystals is not 
understood. It has been suggested that the strain field arises from extended 
dis locat ions produced dur ing the freezing process. The spectrum of such 
disorder must be characterized by both a strength and a correlat ion length. 
Simple theoretical models have been proposed to account for dephasing due to 
this k ind of disorder. Klaf ter and Jortner (1977,1978) derived an approximate 
lineshape theory for the absorpt ion spectrum of triplet excitons (Hochstrasser, 
1976). A b r a m and Hochstrasser (1980) have treated directly the time evolut ion 
of v ib ron coherence. Bo th of these theories use a simple t ight-binding 
H a m i l t o n i a n to wh ich a site d iagonal perturbat ion is added to describe the 
effect of the crystal strain field on the site energies. The pure crystal exciton 
(vibron) band is characterized by a width W. The site energy perturbations are 
taken to be Gauss ian random variables wi th a corre lat ion length equal to the 
lattice spacing, and mean squared value a: 
(AtAj) = V 2 (4) 
These theories predict that 
(1) W h e n a > W, the band is inhomogeneously broadened. 
(2) W h e n o « W, the l inewidth is much narrower than o. 
(3) W h e n a « W and the k = 0 state lies near a band singularity, the 
lineshape is asymmetric and the corresponding coherence decay is strictly 
nonexponential . 
The magnitude of a can be evaluated from the lineshape of a dilute isotopic 
impur i ty in the host material , assuming that the lineshape is not dominated by 
lifetime broadening, and that the impur i ty level is sufficiently separated from 
the host bands. Th is point is related to point (1) above in that dilute impurit ies 
form a (random) sublattice with vanishing exciton interaction, hence, W % 0. 
Po int (2) was first layed out theoretically by the calculat ions of Kla f ter and 
Jortner (1978). A n explicit discussion of this "mo t i ona l na r row ing " effect was 
given by A b r a m and Hochstrasser (1979), who pointed out that the overal l 
coherence loss cou ld be viewed as a compet i t ion between the site diagonal 
disorder and the correlat ion forced on the site amplitudes by intermolecular 
(excitonic) coupl ing. The term a is the upper bound to the l inewidth in the 
weak disorder model , and the in t roduct ion of exchange coupl ing makes the 
l inewidth smaller. It was then suggested (DeCo l a et a/., 1980b) that the ex-
istence of mot iona l narrowing in molecular crystals makes it possible for 
lifetime broadening to dominate the l inewidth of the v ibrat iona l transitions 
even when the intr insic disorder w id th is much larger than the popula t ion 
decay rate. The Tx processes are also predicted to be influenced by the disorder 
(Velsko and Hochstrasser, 1985a,b). 
E. Relaxation Processes 
The nuclear dynamics of molecular solids can be conceptualized by 
considering the internal and external mot ions to be separate. W i t h the 
exception of very-low-frequency vibrations, the internal modes of aromatic 
crystals might contain very little external mot iona l character. The relaxation 
processes can then be understood, in a first approx imat ion , by weak coupl ing 
of harmonic oscil lators. The expectation exists, and this was confirmed 
theoretically in a few cases (Righini et ai, 1983), that the relaxation pathways 
can be understood by considering the low-order derivatives of the inter-
molecular potential. Processes invo lv ing one lattice mode are expected to 
dominate. The lattice frequencies extend to ~ 2 0 0 c m " 1 so that these one-
phonon anharmonic effects should be dominated by the third-order mixed 
mode term y3 = (d3V/dQl9dQ2 dq)0 where Qx and Q2 are internal modes and 
q involves the relative mot i on of molecules. The relaxation time x is then given 
by a Go lden rule for each energetically al lowed pathway. It is evident that the 
relaxation of ground-state v ibrat ional levels then corresponds to mot i on in a 
set of coupled exciton bands, w i th the band from one internal mode acting as 
the trap for v ibrat ional energy in other modes. The dynamics of vibrations i n 
excited electronic states is more complex, since i n add i t ion the v ibrat ional and 
electronic energy can separate wi th the difference being absorbed or emitted 
by the external phonons, depending on the temperature (Hochstrasser et ai, 
1979). 
III. BASIC THEORY 
A. Introduction 
The various ways that molecular systems can interact w i th optical radiat ion 
fields can be classified into the two ma in categories of dissipative and 
parametric processes. Dissipat ive processes exchange energy between the 
molecules and the light field through absorpt ion and emission. In parametric 
processes the quantum state of the system is not changed, but energy and 
momentum are exchanged between different modes of the light field. This 
conservation of energy and momentum wi th in the field components implies 
that the interaction of light beams having well-defined frequencies and 
directions wi l l lead to new beams wi th new frequencies travel l ing again in well-
defined directions. T o use a chemical analogy, in parametric processes the 
molecules assume the role of catalysts. 
There are two l imi t ing methods by which nonl inear optical experiments are 
usual ly performed. In the frequency-domain approach, the response of the 
molecular system under investigation is measured as a function of the 
frequencies of the appl ied laser fields. The result is a spectrum consisting of 
resonance lines wi th certain center frequencies, amplitudes, and widths. In the 
alternative t ime-domain methods, the frequencies of the lasers are fixed, and 
the time delay between the very short laser pulses hav ing wide-frequency 
bandwidths is varied. The result ing decay curves measure directly the 
relaxation processes in the molecule. F o r frequency-domain experiments, 
monochromat i c waves provide in format ion about a l l the system relaxations, 
whereas for t ime-domain experiments the ideal light pulses must impact on the 
system faster than a l l relaxation processes for the same goal to be achieved. 
Real laser sources have finite widths both in frequency and in time. In reso-
nant nonl inear processes—which a l l spectroscopic arrangements are by 
de f in i t i on—the choice of " ideal sources" for frequency-domain experiments 
depends on the complexities of the damping of the coupled levels. The choice 
of laser pulse width i n relation to the damping rates selects a part icular 
timescale, wh ich determines the effective susceptibil ity of the system. O b v i -
ously, slow processes do not contribute to changes occur ing dur ing short 
light pulses. 
B. Nonlinear Polarization, Response Function, 
and Susceptibility 
The key quantity for the understanding of both parametric and dissipative 
processes is the polar izat ion P(r, t) induced in the sample by the electric field 
E(r, t) of the light beams. A l though nonl inear optical experiments require laser 
beams with high powers, the interact ion energy is often sti l l smal l enough 
compared with intramolecular energies to a l low a treatment of the problem 
with perturbat ion theory even when the molecules are excited on resonance 
(see, however, Section III.H). Th is in turn al lows a Taylor-series expansion of 
the induced po lar izat ion: 
P(r, t) = P ( 1 )(r, t) + P ( 2 )(r, t) + P ( 3 )(r, t) + • • • (5) 
Here we are concerned with the second and third term of this expansion. The 
first term describes l inear absorpt ion, light emission, refraction, and reflection. 
The second term refers to coherent sum and difference frequency generation. 
There are no dissipative processes associated wi th even-order nonl inear 
polarizations, except when one of the appl ied fields is a dc field. The th i rd term 
is the source of two-photon absorpt ion, R a m a n scattering, and a variety of 
coherent spectroscopies like C A R S , C S R S , coherent Rayleigh scattering, 
po lar izat ion spectroscopy, phase conjugation, and most pump-probe spec-
troscopic methods. 
In molecules and molecular crystals, the interact ion with the laser field can 
be regarded as local in space, a l though nonloca l in time. Th is means that the 
polar izat ion P(r, t) induced at a certain point in space and time depends on the 
electric field strength E(r, t') at that same point in space at al l times t' ^ time f. 
In a general way this relation is expressed as a convo lut ion with a molecular 
response function R(n) (Butcher, 1965): 
Pt(t) = dlx At2 dtnRt ,(t - t l t t - t2,...,t - tn 
x £, ( t l )£ t ( t2)-••£, ( «„ ) (6) 
The response function R(n) is a tensor of rank n + 1, and the indices ijkl refer to 
cartesian coordinates, with summat ion impl ied for doubly occur ing indices. A 
physical ly meaningful response function must be real and vanish for any time 
argument approaching the remote past. Th is latter fact means that the 
molecules have a finite memory. The term E(t) is the total electric field 
interacting wi th the sample and can consist of a series of pulses centered at 
different times. Then the product EEE in P ( 3 ) contains several expressions each 
related to a part icular pulse sequence of up to three pulses. 
The ideal light pulses for t ime-domain spectroscopy have pulse envelopes 
much shorter than the characteristic time constants of the response function. 
If we model them by delta functions, 
(7) 
then the contr ibut ion to the polar izat ion P ( 3 ) resulting from the (5-pulse 
sequence E{E*E3 (zl < T 2 < T 3 ) is 
P ( 3 ) ( R ) = R ( 3 ) ( R _ h J _ T i J _ T 3 ) : ^ * ^ 3 e x p ( i c » 1 T 1 - ico2T2 + / C O 3 T 3 ) (8) 
The natural descript ion for frequency doma in experiments is to express the 
electric field in terms of its Four ie r transform E(co), yielding, for example, the 
third-order po lar izat ion 
dcol doj2 dco3 Xijki(a>i ^2^3) 
x Ej{o)1)Ek(a}2)El(w3)exp\_~i(o)1 + co2 + co3)t] 
The nth-order susceptibilities x{n) are the Four i e r transforms of the molecular 
response functions: 
* " V i -co.)- dt,- dtnR<"\tl • • • r„) e x p ( - i t cojtij (10) 
In practice, the appl ied laser field consists of one or several pulses, each 
characterized by a pulse envelope in space and time, a mean frequency, and a 
propagat ion direct ion: 
E ( m ) = X i ^ ( M r ) e x p { / H f - k/)} + c.c. (11) 
J 
The envelopes $(j\r,t) often vary slowly in time on the scale of an opt ical 
period and the relevant molecular dynamics. Then the field is quasi-
monochromat ic , 
E(r,co) = X i K O " ) S(co + (Oj)e-^r + g*(j) S(CD - C0j)eik^} (12) 
j 
and the convo lut ion i n E q . (9), for example, reduces to sums of terms each 
corresponding to the interact ion of three Four i e r components of the field, 
such as 
P?\*>t) = X$i(<Oi, - c o 2 , a ; 3 ) ^ ( l ; r , r K f c * ( 2 ; r , t K ( 3 ; r , r ) 
x exp[/(co1 — (x>2 + ^ 3 ) ^ — — k 2 + k 3 ) • r] (13) 
This po lar izat ion again has the form of a plane wave, w i th the frequency and 
wave vector the sum of the frequencies and wave vectors of the interacting 
field components. The sign of each contr ibut ion in these sums is positive for 
each and negative for each Thus knowledge of the product 
<f(l)<f*(2)(f(3) completely determines the whole expression of E q . (13). 
C. Nonlinear Dissipative Processes 
The energy exchanged between the light beam and the molecular ensemble, 
per unit time and volume, is given by 
dW 
— =<E -P> (14) 
where the brackets indicate a time average over several cycles of the electric 
field. F o r monochromat i c waves wi th amplitudes S and 0> and the same 
frequency co, this average is 
dW 
— = ±2(D\m{£.&>) (15) 
As an example we consider two-photon absorpt ion. The relevant nonl inear 
polar izat ion at frequency co is 
i ^exp ( i o r t ) = ix{3){-co,(o,co) ] £8S*exp(kor) (16) 
The energy absorbed through two-photon processes is therefore 
f = ^ , W ) ( 1 7 ) 
at nzcz 
where we have used / = $$*ncl%n for the intensity of the laser beam. In a rate 
equation description, two-photon absorpt ion is often described through a 
cross section 5 in units of c m 4 sec as 
dnjdt = SNF2 (18) 
where dnp/dt is the number of photons absorbed per unit time, N the density of 
absorbing molecules, and F = I/hco the pho ton flux ( M c C l a i n and Har r i s , 
1978). Since dW = dnjiw, the relat ion between the cross section <5 and the 
susceptibil ity * ( 3 ) is (Bechtel and Smith , 1976; Burr i s et ai, 1983): 
« = ^ M * " > > .19) 
Equa t i on (19) can be used to measure two-photon cross sections through 
coherence experiments (Lotem and L y n c h , 1976; L y n c h and Lo tem, 1977; 
Hochstrasser et ai, 1980). A simi lar relat ion is va l id for R a m a n cross sections 
and can be deduced a long the same lines (Bloembergen, 1965; Shen, 1974): 
d2a hcoLa)l 
L I m [ z ( 3 W ^ s , - c o L ) ] (20) 
Th is k ind of relat ion is quite general: al l cross sections for absorpt ion and 
stimulated emission can be related to the imag inary part of a susceptibil ity. 
Even the spontaneous emission can be obtained from this classical descript ion 
when the b lack-body radiat ion field is taken as the " s t imu la t ing " field. 
D. Optics of Parametric Processes 
The temporal and spatial evolut ion of the generated l ight wave is described 
by the inhomogeneous M a x w e l l equations w i th the nonl inear po lar i zat ion as 
source term: 
V x V x E + - V - T E = - " 2 h r r p 
c2 \dt2J c2 \dt2J (21) 
V . [e((w)E + 4 T TP n l ] = 0 
We treat the complex dielectric tensor s(co) = 1 + 4nx{i)(co) as a scalar, which 
is appropriate for isotropic media or beams travel l ing perpendicular to a 
pr inc ipa l d irect ion in birefringent crystals. T o account for l inear absorpt ion, 
we take the wave vectors of al l waves to be complex: 
Kj = ej(kj - iaj) (22) 
In this expression, e;- is a unit vector perpendicular to the travel l ing wavefront, 
kj is the usual wave vector i n the medium with length nco/c, and a, is half the 
linear absorpt ion coefficient of the med ium at frequency co,. 
W h e n the po lar i za t ion wave is not attenuated through nonl inear depletion 
of the pump waves (i.e., for small conversion efficiencies), integration of 
Maxwe l l ' s equat ion w i th the slowly vary ing envelope method (Bloembergen, 
1965; Butcher, 1965) yields for the ampl i tude of the generated wave 
In this expression L is the interact ion length, AK = Ks — Kp is the phase 
mismatch, and Ks and Kp are the complex wave vectors of the signal and the 
po lar i zat ion wave, respectively. The time argument tR is a reduced time, 
tR = t - k s • r/co (24) 
which serves to effectively transform into a rest frame for the l ight pulses in 
t ime-domain processes. The instantaneous intensity of the generated light 
beam after an interact ion length L is 
' S ( M R ) = ^ | * ( L , t R ) e x p [ i ( G > f - k s r ) ]| 2 
on 
- m ^ - ^ H ' ' r - a ( L ) , 2 5 ) 
Usua l l y the signal is not resolved in time, but the integral is measured: 
The phase mismatch and absorpt ion factor 
C +0O 
N L / f v i2 dtR\0>"L(tR)\2 (26) 
_ S i nh 2 (AaL/2 ) + sin 2 (Afcl/2) ^ 
U ( L > - L (AaL/2)2 + (AkL/2)2 6 U ' j 
where Aa = as — a p , is of part icular interest in spectroscopic appl icat ions 
since it contains al l in format ion regarding the growth of the signal i n 
propagat ing through the sample. It is necessary for estimating the op t imum 
concentrations and interaction lengths. In the absence of absorpt ion, G (L ) can 
increase as L 2 . In the presence of absorpt ion, an op t imum exists for the 
interaction length, depending on as and ap. Since as and ap are both 
propor t iona l to the concentrat ion c of the molecular system, the signal can be 
opt imized for a part icular interact ion length L through the choice of 
concentrat ion. The interaction length itself is usually given through the 
confocal parameters of the beam-combining optics or the size of the sample 
cuvette. The signal depends on the concentrat ion c through as = asc/2 and 
ap = (JpC/2, where as and ap are the molecular absorpt ion cross sections for the 
signal and polar izat ion waves. W i t h phase matching, the signal is a function of 
the product Lc , which has the op t imum value 
n x 21n(as/cjp) 
(^)opt = (28) 
E. Molecular Theory of the Susceptibilities 
T o connect the observed macroscopic quantities to the molecular pro-
perties of interest, we write the macroscopic polar izat ion as the ensemble 
average of the induced molecular dipoles, 
P = /V</i> (29) 
where N is the number density of the molecules in the sample. The ensemble 
average is the trace of the product of the molecular dipole operator w i th the 
statistical (or density) operator p of the molecule: 
</i> = Tr{p/i} (30) 
The density operator in turn obeys an equation of mo t i on (L iouvi l le equation) 
of the fo l lowing form: 
P = ^ [ p , l / ] + P R (31) 
A l l operators are in the interaction picture, and the interact ion operator V(t) in 
the dipole approx imat ion is 
K ( 0 = - A i W - E ( 0 (32) 
where the matr ix elements are fiab(t) = /iabtxp(icoabt), coab = (sa — sb)/h, and 
st are the level energies of the molecule. The last term p R in E q . (31) is a 
phenomenological damping term account ing for the relaxation of the mole-
cular excitations. Its part icular form depends on the model for the part i -
t ioning of the molecular system into relevant states and bath states. In the 
M a r k o v approx imat ion l imit the decay is assumed to be exponential , and the 
matr ix elements of pR are 
Plli = ~YHnPm + X Vv/iPvv (33) 
V ^ u 
p j v = - r M V p M V (34) 
Equa t i on (33) describes the decay of the populat ions (diagonal elements of p) 
with rate constants (inverse lifetimes T J , as well as the feeding through the 
decay of other levels v to the level \i wi th rate constants yvfl. Equa t i on (34) 
accounts for the decay of the off-diagonal elements (coherence loss) wi th the 
phase-relaxation rate r^ . = l/T2(/iv). Th is phase-relaxation rate is the mean of 
the popula t ion decay rates of the two levels plus a pure dephasing rate r ^ v : 
r u v = i ( r U M + r v v ) + r ; v (35) 
The system and the bath are often chosen such that the latter vanishes under 
collision-free condit ions, and in solids for low temperatures (T 0). 
The system of coupled l inear differential equations [Eq . (31)] can be 
decoupled in two steps. First the statistical operator is expanded in a Tay lo r 
series in powers of the interact ion (i.e., electric field strength) by analogy to the 
expansion of the po lar i za t ion : 
P = p < ° ) + p ( l ) + p ( 2 ) + p ( 3 ) + ... (36) 
The second step is the neglect of the feeding constants y V M . Th is can be justif ied 
a posteriori when the perturbat ion theory expression for a part icular matr ix 
element of interest involves no excited-state populat ions, which is true in 
many important examples. The decoupled equations can then be integrated to 
yield (in the fo l lowing we set ft = 1) 
dt'eY^Xp*\nV{t')\x (37) 
The density matr ix can now be iteratively calculated to any desired order. 
When the perturbation is a monochromat i c wave in each step, the density 
matrix in each order w i l l decompose into a sum of Four i e r components at al l 
combinat ion frequencies of the ingo ing fields. After tak ing the trace with the 
molecular dipole operator, the susceptibilities are recognized as the various 
Four ier coefficients: 
Tr{p ( B )/i} = x ( n ) - E n (38) 
There are, however, many time orderings and different pathways that 
contribute to the same Four ier component. F o r example, a Four i e r compo-
nent at frequency co4 = cot — co2 + co3 is generated in third order by pertur-
bations wi th the field components <?l5 and <f3 considered in V{t\ for 
which six different time orderings are possible. Furthermore, the interaction 
can be through the part pV or the part — Vp of the commutator [p, K ] in E q . 
(37). This is sometimes called evolut ion of the bra part or the ket part of the 
density operator. The interference between al l these contr ibut ions often plays 
an important role in steady-state experiments, and diagrammatic methods 
have been developed to find a l l important terms (Borde, 1976; Borde and 
Borde, 1978; Yee et a/., 1977; Yee and Gustafson, 1978; Druet et a/, 1978; 
O u d a r and Shen, 1980). A method that is especially useful when molecular 
resonances are considered is shown in F ig . 1 (D ick and Hochstrasser, 1983a; 
Boz io et a/., 1983). 
The figure shows the evolut ion of a part icular d iagram from left to right. 
The broken and full vertical arrows represent evolut ion of the ket and bra 
parts, respectively, in time ordering from left to right. The numbers at the 
bottom of the diagram below each arrow indicate the frequency of the field 
i — i -
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F i g . 1. D i a g r a m m a t i c m e t h o d for the c a l c u l a t i o n o f non l inea r suscept ib i l i t ies . A s an example , 
a c o n t r i b u t i o n to / ( 3 )(o>3, — w 2 , W i ) t h r o u g h a C S R S effect is s h o w n . T h e deve lopment of the 
d i a g r a m t h r o u g h the orders o f p e r tu rba t i on theory proceeds f r om left to r ight , the r i gh tmost 
d i a g r a m be ing the final result . E a c h i t e ra t i on adds a ful l o r b r o k e n a r r o w to the d i a g r a m , 
represent ing e vo lu t i on o f the b r a o r the ket side o f the dens i ty opera tor . T h e head o f the latest ful l 
a r r ow a n d the tai l o f the latest b r o k e n a r r o w determine the indices o f the current ma t r i x element 
o f the densi ty operator . These are given i n the second r o w in the f igure, and the c o r r e s p o n d i n g 
levels are m a r k e d by aster isks in the d i a g r a m . T h e t h i r d r o w gives the pe r tu rba t i on cons idered i n 
each step c o u p l i n g the connec ted levels. A m i n u s s ign indicates e v o lu t i on o f the ket ( cor respond-
ing to a b r o k e n a r r o w in the d iagram) , and aster isk denotes the negat ive frequency c omponen t o f 
the field ( co r r espond ing to a d o w n w a r d arrow) . T h e f o r m u l a represented by the d i a g r a m is g iven, 
where the five factors f r om left to r ight c o r r e s p o n d to the five steps in b u i l d i n g the d i a g r am . 
component. The arrow points upward when the positive frequency (i.e., 
photon creation) is involved, and downward if it is the negative frequency (i.e., 
the complex conjugate wave). The first arrow of each type starts from the level 
labeled " a , " which represents the in i t ia l state. The full arrows point in the sense 
of the transit ion, whereas the broken arrows go in the opposite sense. 
The corresponding mathematical expression starts w i th the popula t ion of 
the in i t ia l state, here pa°a\ Each step in the perturbat ion expansion contributes 
a factor whose numerator is the coup l ing matr ix element, and whose 
denominator is 
^ V + Z ^ J - I T M V (39) 
j 
Here (pv) is the index pair of the density matr ix element being calculated 
(marked wi th the asterisk), and the sum is over al l frequencies involved in the 
process up to this point. The last dipole factor comes from the trace operat ion 
and corresponds to the curly arrow that closes the loop and represents the 
generated wave. 
The same diagrammatic technique can be appl ied to obta in the response 
functions, by using delta-function pulses, as in E q . (7), in the iterative ca l -
culat ion of the density matr ix [Eq . (37)]. After tak ing the trace Tr(p/i), the 
molecular expression for the po lar i zat ion is of the form of E q . (8), and the 
response function is easily identified. By analogy wi th the susceptibilities, a 
recipe can be given to obtain the response function directly from the 
corresponding diagram. The first term is again the popula t ion of the in i t ia l 
state, pa°a\ Each i terat ion yields a factor 
- / p x y e x p [ + (/avv, + r „ v K - (ia*^ + T M V ) r J (40) 
Here (xy) is the index pair of the transit ion dipole matr ix element involved i n 
the interaction with the field e„ at time zn and tn = t — T„. The index pair (pv) is 
the one of the required density matr ix element, whereas the index pair ( p V ) 
refers to the density matr ix element of the previous i terat ion step. The last 
factor is again the transit ion dipole element from the trace operat ion. F o r the 
diagram developed in F i g . 1, the response function is 
x exp{-[(fo> f l C + Vac)(tl - t2) 
+ (ia)dc + Tdc)(t2 - t3) + ia)bc + r f t c ) r 3 ] } (41) 
T o obtain the correct susceptibil ity f rom the response function of E q . (41), the 
Four ier transform must be performed wi th exp [i(<coltl — co2t2 + co 3 f 3 ) ] . 
The hor izontal broken lines in F i g . 1 really refer to the complete set of 
eigenstates of the molecule, or v i r tual states having the photon energy, and the 
correct expression for the contr ibut ion to the susceptibil ity or the response 
function must be summed over all indices. It is clear that many different time 
orderings and combinat ions of bra and ket evolutions wi l l contr ibute to the 
same Four ie r component of p , but only a few diagrams have impor tant 
contr ibut ions when resonances are considered. 
As an example we discuss sum frequency mix ing wi th two ingo ing 
frequencies. The relevant Four i e r component of p is p(2)(o)l + a>2). T w o time 
orderings are possible, namely SYS2 and $2$Y.1° e a c h s t e P the interact ion can 
be on the bra or the ket side, mak ing a total of eight diagrams. These are given 
in F ig . 2. 
F o r a diagram to give any contr ibut ion at a l l , the starting level, marked by a 
dot in F ig . 2, must be populated. W h e n this is the ground state of the molecule, 
al l states that can act as intermediate states (broken lines) lie at higher energies. 
D iagrams invo lv ing arrows connect ing the ground state wi th an even lower-
ly ing intermediate state wi l l always be far off-resonant, and can be neglected in 
the presence of other resonant diagrams. This neglect is mathemat ica l ly 
equivalent to mak ing the rotat ing wave approx imat ion (RWA) . It fol lows that 
only diagrams 1 and 5 in F ig . 2 need to be considered for a molecule in its 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
(5) (6) (7) (8) 
Fig. 2. T h e eight t ime-ordered d i a g rams for sum- f requency generat ion i n second order , 
represent ing P{o){ + w2)- T h e in i t i a l state is m a r k e d by the dot . 
ground state. O f course, diagrams l ike 3 and 4 can become important for 
processes starting from an excited state. 
Extens ion of the method to third-order processes is straightforward, 
a l though the number of possible diagrams increases dramatical ly . F o r a 
Four i e r component result ing from the mix ing of three different frequencies, six 
time orderings and 48 diagrams arise. The Four i e r component 2coi — a>2 
famil iar from C A R S (coherent anti-Stokes R a m a n scattering) sti l l contains 24 
diagrams, but 16 of them involve intermediate states below the starting level. 
The remaining eight are shown in F i g . 3. The in t roduct ion of resonance 
condit ions wi l l assign these to different physical processes. W i t h 2(JO1 chosen in 
resonance with a transit ion |a> -• |d>, only diagrams 1 and 2 wi l l contribute. 
A l though at first glance diagrams 7 and 8 might seem important too, the 
1 2 1 2 1 1 
d ,—: d 
o J J a J 
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F i g . 3. E i g h t out o f the poss ib le 24 d i a g r a m s for P{2o)x — a>2)- T h e o ther 16 d i a g rams can be 
neglected due to the ro ta t ing -wave a p p r o x i m a t i o n for mo lecu les i n the i r g r o u n d state (marked by 
the dot). M o l e c u l a r resonances, i nd i ca t ed by the ful l h o r i z o n t a l l ines at the energies o f rea l states, 
a l l ow these d i ag rams to be assigned to va r i ous spect roscop ies : (1,2) t w o - p h o t o n spec t roscopy ; (3) 
C A R S o f a g round-s ta te R a m a n t r a n s i t i o n ; (4) C S R S o f a g round-s ta te R a m a n t r a n s i t i o n ; (5,6) 
C S R S of a n excited-state R a m a n t r ans i t i on ; (7,8) C A R S o f an excited-state R a m a n t rans i t i on . 
corresponding # ( 3 ) shows no resonance denominator related to the two-
photon resonance. Th is is because the path through the perturbat ion theory 
never leads to a coherence pad for these diagrams. [The paths are p^ to pb2c] to 
p(bJ and pb\] to pb2c] to p{bJ]. O f part icular interest besides two-photon 
resonances are Raman resonances in ground and excited states. Ground-s ta te 
Raman resonances are contained in diagram 3 for > co2 and d iagram 4 
for CD1 < co2. These are the classical C A R S and C S R S (coherent Stokes R a m a n 
scattering). The excited-state R a m a n resonances require that the ingo ing 
frequencies are also each resonant w i th a one-photon transit ion. F o r the C S R S 
configuration (diagrams 5 and 6), a molecular v ibrat ional level w i l l always lie 
close to the posit ion for the intermediate level |fr>, mak ing these diagrams in 
effect fully resonant. Interference between these two diagrams results i n the 
extra resonances. 
F. Discussion of Examples 
The susceptibilities can be classified according to the number of resonances. 
This can lead to considerable s impli f icat ion of the mathematical expressions. 
As an example we take the C A R S susceptibil ity for a molecule i n its g round 
state in the rotating-wave approx imat ion (diagram 3 of F i g . 3): 
, (3) _ y Pac^cb^bd^da 
C A R S bT,d (coflc + cox - iTac)(o)ab + <DX - co2 - irab)(coad + 2(ox - co2 - iTad) 
When CDX and a)2 are both far from any electronic resonance of the molecule, 
only the second denominator w i l l lead to resonances for those states \b} for 
which coab + coj — co2 = 0 in the range over wh ich a)x and co2 are scanned i n the 
experiment. In this case we can write 
# C A R S = X ~~ T~~ ~ TP l~ # N R (43) 
b COab + <*>1 ~ <*>2 - llab 
The prime at the summat ion symbol indicates that the sum is only over 
resonant states |fe>. A l l other terms are incorporated in the nonresonant 
susceptibility % N R , wh ich is often constant in the frequency range of interest. 
The amplitudes Rab are related to the R a m a n transit ion polarizabi l i t ies a(co): 
Kb = a«fc(wi )ab f l (2wi -co2) 
(44) 
/ \ V ftacftcb 
a f l b M = L , l=r-
c coac + 0) - lVac 
The damping parameters T can be neglected in al l nonresonant denominators, 
mak ing XNR and the R a m a n amplitudes real. Other single resonant sus-
ceptibil it ies can be contracted in the same way. F o r example, the two-photon 
resonant susceptibil ity resulting from the diagrams 1 and 2 of F i g . 3 can be 
written as 
„<3) _ + y ( 3 ) 
^ ojad + 2col - iYad 
Tad = a ^ K ) ^ ^ ) + a d f l(2co! - co2)] 
(45) 
Difference-frequency generation is an example of a doub ly resonant process. 
The two relevant diagrams are shown in F i g . 4. W i t h the method outl ined 
above, we obtain for the resonant part of the response functions 
Rlihih) = -HacVhaHcbZXPt-(iWac + ^ac)(h ~ l\) ~ (^bc + hMll (46) 
Riituh) = -MbaMac^exp [ - ( / o ; b f l + rba){tl - t2) - (icobc + rbc)t2~] (47) 
Exc i ta t ion by very short light pulses yields a nonl inear po lar i zat ion given by 
these response functions, and the integrated signal at the detector is 
h = 
U = 
\Ri(t - * i , t - h)\2dt = ti°^b e x p [ - 2 r F L C ( T 1 - T 2 ) ] (48) 
1 1 be 
\R2(t - t l s t - t 2 ) | 2 A = ^ / i ^ e x p [ - 2 r ^ ( T 2 - r j ] (49) 
hr 
Different time order ing of the two light pulses w i l l thus measure different 
relaxation times of the molecule. The susceptibilities corresponding to the two 
diagrams are 
Xi = 
~ VacPba^cb 
Vac + ^ 2 - *rflC)(tt)fo. + C02 ~ COt 
~ PacPbafJ-cb 
if*) 
CO, 
(50) 
(51) 
(1) (2) 
F i g . 4. T h e two t ime-ordered d i a g rams desc r i b ing di f ference-frequency genera t ion . 
They can be obtained by Four ier- t ransforming Eqs. (46) and (47), or directly 
from the diagrams. In a frequency-domain experiment, the time order ing of 
the interactions cannot be dist inguished, and the effective susceptibi l ity is the 
sum of Xi and Xi 
Xctt-Xi X2-(a>ac + a>2-ir«)(a>ab + col + ireb) 
v -+- v — r ' 
| ; x ab ' x ac A be 
ojbc + ( D 2 - OJv - iVbc 
The result of the interference of both diagrams is the so-called D I C E 
resonance (Andrews and Hochstrasser, 1981a,b; Andrews et ai, 1981) appear-
ing in the large parentheses. The numerator of this resonance contains only 
pure dephasing rates, and thus the ampl i tude of this resonance is a measure of 
pure dephasing events. 
G. Inhomogeneous Broadening and Line Narrowing 
The susceptibilities or response functions calculated up to this point refer to 
a single molecule or a homogeneous ensemble of noninteract ing molecules. In 
inhomogeneous systems, different sets of molecules have different transi t ion 
energies, and the total susceptibil ity is the ensemble average. F o r a single 
resonance, the average is 
<*> = dxg(x) 
CO A + x + CO 
(53) 
where coA is the mean transit ion frequency of the ensemble, x the frequency 
shift for a part icular molecule, and g(x) the probabi l i ty d is t r ibut ion function of 
the inhomogeneous d istr ibut ion. W h e n the inhomogeneous d is t r ibut ion is the 
result of a large number of independent perturbations (e.g., due to different 
environments in a solid), the d istr ibut ion probabi l i ty g(x) is Gauss ian . This is 
also the case for the Dopp l e r d istr ibut ion in gas phase. In this case, 
g(x) = (2na2)-i/2Qxp(-x2/2a2) 
iT — o)A — co 
(X)B = i(nl2Yl2o-lAW 
(la) 1/2 
(54) 
(55) 
where W(z) is the complex error function. Its w id th is ma in ly determined by 
the larger of the two widths T and c, the homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
widths. The main effect is immediately visible when g(x) is approx imated by a 
Loren t z i an : 
g(x) = (G/n)(a2 + X 2 ) - 1 (56) 
<Z>L = — - — ^ r — - (57) 
The l inewidth of the averaged susceptibility is the sum of the homogeneous and 
the inhomogeneous width. W h e n the inhomogeneous width is dominant , the 
singly resonant susceptibil ity cannot be used to obta in homogeneous 
parameters of the system. In mul t ip ly resonant systems, however, the average 
over broad inhomogeneous distr ibut ions can lead to homogeneous resonance 
lines. T o understand these so-called l ine-narrowing effects, let us consider a 
doubly resonant susceptibil ity, 
A A 
X { X ' y ) = (a)a + col+x- iTJico,, + co2 + y - iT 2 ) = (Qa + x)(Qb + y) ( 5 8 ) 
where coa and <x>b are the center frequencies of the transit ions, and x and y the 
frequency shifts for a part icular molecule. The d is t r ibut ion of the frequency 
shifts for the ensemble of molecules is described by a two-dimensional 
d is t r ibut ion function g(x,y). W h e n the distr ibutions of x and y are uncorre-
c t e d , the d is tr ibut ion function factors into g(x,y) = gl(x)g2(y\ and the 
average 
<*> = dxdyx(x,y)g(x,y) (59) 
breaks up into the product of two terms l ike E q . (54), leading to broad 
inhomogeneous resonances. In the other extreme of complete correlat ion 
between the distr ibutions, 
g(*,y) = g(x)S(y - ax) (60) 
the integral reduces to 
<x> = dxg(x)— — (61) 
When g(x) is approximated by a Lorentz ian, E q . (62) can be solved by contour 
integration. W h e n a is positive there is only one pole, at — ia, l y ing below the 
real axis, so that the resulting <#> is 
This contains two broad resonances. However , when a is negative, a second 
term arises and the susceptibi l i ty becomes 
<x> = 1 Qa — ia Qh + iaa 
; a < 0 (63) 
The susceptibi l i ty now has a resonance denominator w i th only homogeneous 
l inewidth parameters. The average can also be performed with a gaussian 
d is t r ibut ion funct ion, and the numer ica l eva luat ion of the complex error 
funct ion shows the same effect (D i ck and Hochstrasser, 1983a). Thus, the l ine-
nar row ing properties are int imately connected w i th the correlat ions wi th in the 
inhomogeneous lines for each of the transit ions invo lved in the overal l process 
(i.e., each of the resonances). 
H. Strong Light Fields 
The perturbative descr ipt ion of the interact ion between light fields and 
molecular systems breaks d o w n when very strong light fields are resonant with 
molecular transit ions. Since our interest is i n these resonant situations, a 
careful analysis of the appl icab i l i ty of per turbat ion theory is in order. F o r the 
two-level system, the exact so lut ion of the L i ouv i l l e equat ion [Eq . (31)] w i th in 
the rotat ing-wave approx imat i on is wel l k n o w n and has been discussed many 
times. [ F o r a review, see A l l en and Eber ly (1975) or Schmalz and Flygare 
(1978).] The exact result is wel l represented by the perturbat ion theory 
expression as l ong as 
a = ixl2EI2h«(T\2 + A 2 ) 1 / 2 (64) 
where fil2 is the trans i t ion dipole, E the field ampl i tude, T 1 2 the transverse 
re laxat ion rate, A the detuning f rom resonance, and Q the R a b i frequency 
(Rabi , 1937). F o r large field strengths that violate E q . (64), the perturbat ion 
theory is no longer appl icable. The exact so lut ion describes power broadening, 
saturat ion, ac Stark effects, and opt ica l nuta t ion . 
S t rong field effects are also expected in nonl inear spectroscopic experiments 
in mult i level systems if one or more of the ingo ing laser fields violates E q . (64) 
for a part icular transi t ion. The simplest case is an N-level system in full 
resonance wi th N — 1 laser fields. In this case, a uni tary transformation wi l l 
remove a l l rapid ly time-dependent terms (D i ck and Hochstrasser, 1983b). In 
the steady state, a simple l inear equat ion system yields the density operator of 
the molecular system. The latter can be used to calculate parametric processes 
(D ick and Hochstrasser, 1983b), as well as st imulated or spontaneous 
dissipative processes (D ick and Hochstrasser, 1983c, 1984b). T w o interesting 
new effects are predicted: 
1. In parametr ic processes, a spl i t t ing of resonances wi thout power-
broadening is possible. F o r example, in a C A R S experiment where the 
interact ion of the p u m p beam w i th an electronic t ransi t ion is strong, the Rab i 
frequency of this interact ion w i l l show up as a spl i t t ing of the C A R S 
resonance, whereas the w id th of the C A R S resonance w i l l not be affected. Th is 
effect cou ld be used to measure t rans i t ion dipoles. 
2. The extra resonances induced through pure dephasing processes i n the 
framework of per turbat ion theory wi l l appear as power- induced extra 
resonances, even i n the absence of pure dephasing. 
IV. SELECTED EXAMPLES 
A. Introduction 
Since tunable dye lasers became avai lable over 10 years ago, a great variety 
of nonl inear spectroscopic techniques has been developed and appl ied to 
molecular condensed matter. The first h igh-reso lut ion two-photon spectra of 
molecular crystals were obta ined by Hochstrasser et ai (1973a,b, 1974), who 
recorded the spectra of benzene, naphthalene, and b ipheny l at l i qu id -he l ium 
temperatures by mon i t o r ing the ultravio let ( U V ) fluorescence of these 
materials subsequent to two-photon absorpt ion f rom a pulsed dye laser. The 
increase of spectroscopic in fo rmat ion obta ined i n these experiments is 
analogous to the importance of R a m a n versus infrared for v ib ra t i ona l 
spectroscopy. In bo th cases different selection rules make new transit ions 
observable, and six tensor versus three vector components probe in more 
detail the anistropy of a molecule. A technical advantage is that bu lk crystals 
can be used because the materials are transparent at the incident laser 
frequency, yet on ly a smal l vo lume is probed, and these experiments are 
therefore less sensitive to strain, wh i ch is produced more readily in the very 
thin samples necessary for l inear absorpt ion experiments. 
As lasers developed, more demand ing experiments cou ld be performed: 
coherent transients such as pho ton echos, opt ica l nuta t ion , and opt i ca l free 
induct ion decay were observed and used to probe the dynamics of molecular 
systems at low temperatures (for reviews, see Hessel ink and Wie rsma , 1983; 
Burns et ai, 1983). In the fo l lowing we shall discuss experiments in wh i ch a new 
frequency component is produced in a parametr ic process: three- or four-wave 
mix ing , such as sum- and difference-frequency generation v i a % ( 2 ) , or C A R S 
and C S R S via % ( 3 ) . The spectroscopic in format ion i n these experiments is 
obtained by mon i t o r ing the intensity of the generated beam at the new 
frequency component as a function of the frequencies of the incident beams. In 
add i t ion to the spectroscopic in format ion , these experiments yield precise 
determinations of the nonresonant nonl inear susceptibilities and thus 
measure important mater ia l constants (nonl inear refractive indices). In 
molecular solids, four-wave m i x i n g is also the most precise method to eval-
uate two-photon cross-sections of i nd i v i dua l v ibron ic transit ions. In these 
frequency-domain experiments, in fo rmat ion about the dynamics is obtained 
from an analysis of the lineshape and w id th . Th is dynamica l in format ion can 
equally wel l be obta ined in t ime-domain experiments, where the coherence 
decay is measured direct ly by mon i t o r i ng the intensity of the generated signal 
as a function of the delay between the laser pulses. These measurements are 
superior for long coherence decay times or when a narrow level structure can 
be resolved from the result ing beat pattern of the coherence decay. 
The choice of examples given below is necessarily arbi trary and is not 
intended as an exhaustive review. The examples are arranged according to the 
number of molecular resonance condi t ions that are s imultaneously fullf i l led: 
the case of no resonances is the focus of most of the other chapters in this book 
and w i l l not be discussed here. 
B. Single Resonances 
Singly resonant contr ibut ions to the susceptibi l i ty are those for wh ich only 
one resonance cond i t i on is nearly fullf i l led. These resonant contr ibut ions 
occur when the difference or the sum of the frequencies of two incident fields 
equals the energy difference of a pair of levels connected by a R a m a n or a two-
photon absorpt ion process, or when the frequencies of either the incident or of 
the generated fields resonate in a one-photon process. A t least one of the two 
levels coupled by the l ight field must be populated in order to observe such 
resonances. A system may have any number of singly resonant contr ibut ions 
and the susceptibi l i ty has the general form 
X = <XNR + ZAab/(wab + {o)i} ± iVab)} (65) 
such as specified in Eqs. (43) and (45) for R a m a n or two photon resonances. 
The term {<x>{} stands for each of the combinat ions of frequencies satisfying 
ojab + {co/} = 0, such as {a>t} = col — co2 for R a m a n resonances and {co/} = 
2coj for two-photon resonances; the sign of iT , wh ich is determined by the 
specific resonant process, can be obta ined w i thout ca lcu la t ion , by inspection 
of diagrams such as were expla ined in Section II I ,E. The angle brackets 
indicate that such singly resonant contr ibut ions are to be summed over al l 
species present in a unit vo lume of the sample. These species may be different 
molecules or the same molecules in different environments or in different 
electronic, v ibrat iona l , or ro tat iona l (phonon) states. The term XNR * s often a 
real quant i ty representing the con t r ibu t i on of a l l nonresonant transit ions for 
which the frequency mismatch is much larger than the damp ing parameter. 
In four-wave m i x i n g experiments, the intensity of the coherently generated 
light is measured as a funct ion of {co,}. The light intensity is propor t i ona l to 
the square of the nonl inear source po la r i za t i on (see Sect ion III.D): thus it 
measures |% (3 )|2, wh i ch is the sum of the squares of the real and imaginary 
parts of E q . (65). F o r an isolated resonance, the signal w i l l show a m a x i m u m 
and a m i n i m u m when 
coab + {cot} = ±L(AJ2Xnr)2 + T2AB]^ - AJ2Xnr (66) 
The var iat ion w i th frequency of a susceptibi l i ty of this type thus leads to the 
determinat ion of resonance frequencies coab, the corresponding damp ing 
parameter TAB, and the ampl i tude of the resonance measured w i th respect to 
the nonresonant background Aab/xNR-
C. Raman and Two-Photon Resonances in 
Four-Wave Mixing 
M a n y experimental studies of singly resonant responses have invo lved 
Raman and two-photon resonances using x(3\ the lowest-order susceptibi l i ty 
to which these resonances contr ibute. Four -wave m ix ing , ar is ing f rom two 
different input frequencies col and co2 and mon i to red by the intensity of l ight 
generated by the induced po la r i za t i on at a>3 = 2co1 — a>2, has emerged as a 
versatile method of measur ing singly resonant # ( 3 ) in gases, l iquids , and solids. 
The frequencies of a l l l ight beams invo lved i n this s i tuat ion are s imi lar , and 
phase match ing is therefore easy to achieve in a l l media , yet the d irect ional 
signal at 2wx — co2 is readi ly isolated. The generated beam can be chosen so 
that co3 > col > OJ2 or that co3 < wx < co2. These R a m a n resonant con-
tr ibutions were given the acronyms C A R S and C S R S , for coherent ant i -
Stokes (or Stokes) R a m a n scattering/spectroscopy. W h e n # N R is real, bo th 
methods lead to the same spectral shapes for a given resonant level pair , but 
when two-photon and R a m a n resonances interfere, the C A R S and C S R S 
spectra wi l l differ because the signs of the damp ing parameters in E q . (65) are 
different for C A R S and C S R S . 
In spontaneous R a m a n spectroscopy w i th convent iona l monochromators , 
the spectral resolut ion is about 0.2 c m - 1 . Improvements can be accompl ished 
by means of elaborate interferometric methods. In contrast, the spectral 
resolution in C A R S is determined by the spectral bandwid th of the lasers. It 
was therefore natura l to use C A R S for high-reso lut ion gas-phase R a m a n 
spectroscopy and to probe the chemical compos i t i on and the temperature 
distr ibut ion wi th in flames (Regnier and Taran , 1973; Regnier et al., 1974; 
M o y a et a/., 1975). The generation of light at the anti-Stokes frequency is 
resonance-enhanced when col — CD2 matches a v ibrat ional frequency and also 
when there are two-photon resonances. It follows from E q . (43) and E q . (45) 
that the polar izat ion in a med ium display ing both R a m a n and two-photon 
effects takes the form 
P ( 3 > = < * N R + Rab/(<»ab + O J { - O J 2 - iTah) + TJ(cOad + 2(0, - iTad)} (67) 
The amplitudes Rab and Tad of the R a m a n and two-photon resonances, 
respectively, are directly related to R a m a n scattering and two-photon 
absorpt ion cross sections and are readily cal ibrated in these experiments. The 
comparat ively low probabi l i ty of two-photon absorpt ion processes has 
resulted in the development of many indirect detection methods, but it is often 
not pract ical to use such techniques to determine absolute cross sections. 
Absolute Raman cross sections, on the other hand, have been measured for a 
number of molecules and, as R a m a n resonances are fairly narrow even at 
room temperatures, have been used i n organic l iquids and solids to determine 
X{3) (Levenson and Bloembergen, 1974a,b; Hochstrasser et al, 1980). Th is 
cal ibrat ion is in turn used to evaluate the two-photon tensor Tad of ind i v idua l 
v ibronic lines. In condensed phases the v ibrat ional structure of electronic 
transitions can only be resolved at l ow temperatures, and two-photon cross 
sections of ind iv idua l v ibronic bands can thus only be measured under these 
condit ions. Measurements on single crystals of benzene, naphthalene, and 
biphenyl are discussed in detail by Hochstrasser et al. (1980). The spectra of 
neat benzene crystals at 1.6 K are shown in F ig . 5: the two-photon fluo-
rescence excitat ion spectrum obtained by Hochstrasser et al. (1973a,b, 1974) 
is shown together w i th four wave-mixing spectra for the spectral region 
around the strongest two-photon transi t ion corresponding to the excitat ion of 
a b2u nuclear displacement on the lB2u excited state surface, the overal l two-
photon process thus corresponding to a transit ion between two Ag states. The 
frequency difference co{ — co2 was chosen to be close to the frequency of 
skeletal modes (around 1600 c m " 1 ; upper trace) and of C — H stretch modes 
(around 3050 c m - 1 ; lower trace). The cont inuous l ine is a fitted spectrum 
calculated according to E q . (67). In a l l three materials it was found that the 
magnitude of the two-photon tensor of the strongest transit ions was s imi lar to 
the corresponding values for the stronger R a m a n transit ions. 
M o r e important than these cal ibrat ions of opt ical constants and transit ion 
strengths of single crystals at low temperatures is the fact that, because the 
coherent signals in these experiments can easily be measured over an 
extremely large dynamic range, line shapes can be accurately determined wi th 
narrow band lasers. F igure 6 shows the C A R S spectrum of the pure 
naphthalene crystal (DeCo la et al., 1980b). In this case the stronger R a m a n 
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F i g . 5. T w o - p h o t o n fluorescence (top) a n d four-wave m i x i n g spec t ra (bot tom) of benzene 
crystals at 1.6 K . T h e t r ans i t i on m a r k e d D i n the t op spec t rum co r r esponds to the 14J {Ag) b a n d o f 
the lB2u<- 1Ag e l ec t ron ic t r ans i t i on a n d is the strongest v i b r o n i c o r i g i n o f the two p h o t o n 
spec t rum. T h e same t r ans i t i on is seen i n the b o t t o m spectra , together w i t h R a m a n resonances o f 
g round-s ta te v i b r a t i o n a l modes ; the f requency o f the col laser is scanned wh i l e co 2 is chosen such 
that col — a>2 is in the reg ion o f C — C a n d C — H stretch modes , respect ive ly , i n the upper and 
lower traces. 
resonance could be fitted to a single Lorentz ian line wi th a T of 0.03 c m " 1 
corresponding to an exponential decay constant of 90 psec. 
A fundamental issue in the analysis of line shapes in the condensed phase is 
the separation of inhomogeneous and homogeneous contr ibut ions. In the case 
of the pure crystal of naphthalene, the rap id de r ea l i z a t i on of the 1 3 8 5 - c m - 1 
excitation averages out the inhomogeneous frequency d istr ibut ion. Th is effect 
for excitons is analogous to the mot iona l nar rowing better k n o w n in magnetic 
resonance. The transit ion for a static inhomogeneous gaussian d istr ibut ion to 
a mot iona l ly narrowed Lorentz ian line is described i n a model developed by 
K u b o ( K u b o and Tomi ta , 1954; K u b o , 1969) in which the transi t ion frequency 
is stochastically modulated to yield a response function given by 
R(t) = e x p { - ( 7 2 T c 2 [ e x p ( - r / i c ) - 1 + r/t c]} (68) 
Here a is the gaussian parameter of the frequency d is t r ibut ion and T c the 
correlat ion time of the stochastic jumps. F o r a crystal excitat ion in the 
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F i g . 6. C A R S spectra o f a naphtha l ene single crys ta l at 1.5 K . T h e d i r ec t i ons o f p r o p a g a t i o n 
of a l l beams are near ly p e rpend i cu l a r to the ab p l ane a n d a l l p o l a r i z a t i o n are para l l e l to the a axis . 
T h e c o n t i n u o u s trace was ca l cu la t ed a c c o r d i n g to E q . (66) w i t h XNR — IXNRK* ~ i e) where £ = 0.05 
in curve 1 a n d e = 0 i n curve (2); a>, = 16,994 c m - 1 . 
restricted Frenke l l imit , T c corresponds to the j u m p time of a local ized 
excitation between neighboring sites and a is the gaussian w id th of the 
inhomogeneous d istr ibut ion of site energies, as wou ld be measured, for 
example, in a dilute mixed crystal. W h e n the bandwidth /? is small (i.e., T c very 
long), the coherence w i l l decay on a time scale short compared wi th T C 
(provided that axc » 1): in this l imit , R(t) % e x p ( - a 2 t 2 / 2 ) , and in the 
frequency domain a gaussian line wi th the full inhomogeneous width a is 
observed. When , on the other hand, axc « 1, the decay becomes R(t) % 
exp( — o2tlP\ corresponding to a Lorentz ian line of w idth o2lf}'. the exciton 
mot ion thus reduces the line width by a factor cr//?. A discussion of these points 
more specifically directed at exciton systems was given by A b r a m and 
Hochstrasser (1979). In low-temperature single crystals, the inhomogeneous 
contr ibut ion becomes negligible compared wi th the lifetime contr ibut ion to 
the line w idth as a result of this narrowing. 
Dynamics of v ibrat iona l state re laxat ion in crystals can also be studied in 
t ime-domain experiments in which col and co2 first create the coherence 
between the v = 0 and v = 1 levels, and this coherence is probed at a later time 
by an beam. A measurement of the decay of the light field generated at 
frequency co3 = Ico, — a)2 yields the coherence decay parameter T for the two-
level system. If in t ime-domain experiments the light intensity is measured, the 
observed decay constant is expected to be IT. In the case of the naphthalene 
crystal 1 3 8 5 - c m - 1 band, t ime-domain experiments yielded an exponential 
decay constant in excellent agreement wi th the C A R S value (Hesp and 
Wiersma, 1980). S imi lar comparisons now exist for benzene modes (Ho et al, 
1981; T rout et al, 1984). In fact, both time- and frequency-domain experiments 
measure the same response of the system. Th is is readily seen by inspection of 
the form of the C A R S response function, # C A R S : 
# C A R S = I A,exp{(/cuflC + r j f a - T 2 ) 
a,v,c,d 
+ (iCOav + r j ( T 2 - T 3 ) + (iCOad + r f l d ) ( t 3 - t)} (69) 
In the convent ional time resolved C A R S experiment, zx = z2 (the first two 
interactions come from pulses that are centered at the same instant). The 
v ibrat ional levels of the ground state are labelled v. W h e n the fields Ex and E2 
are in the transparent regime and £ 3 is delayed by t, the C A R S signal for 
nearly 5-function pulses has the form 
' C A R S M ~ const Xp f lexp(zQ)M - Tav)z (69b) 
When the pulses have a finite spectral bandwidth , specific v ibrat iona l 
resonances can be excited, each hav ing the asymptot ic intensity decay function 
exp( — 2Favz). The effect of intermediate pulsewidths is obtained directly from 
Eqs. (6) and (69). The signal / C A R S ( t ) versus z is a Four i e r transform R a m a n 
spectrum. No t e that the Four i e r transform of E q . (69), using E q . (10), is given 
by E q . (42). O n l y in the l imit when the dura t ion of the light pulses is much 
shorter than the coherence decay or when the frequency bandwidth of the 
laser is much smaller than the w id th of the resonance are the time and fre-
quency C A R S responses s imply transforms of one another. In real experi-
ments these condit ions are frequently not met, and the spec t ra l - t empora l 
properties of the laser fields have to be convoluted wi th the system response 
via Eq . (6) or E q . (9) in order to simulate proper ly the observed signals and 
to extract the physical meaningful parameters (Ho et a/., 1983). 
Benzene is one of the best understood organic crystals. The 991 - c m " 1 r ing-
stretching v ibrat ion forms an exciton band in the crystal that can be excited in 
a Raman transit ion to its lowest-energy Davydov component by proper 
choice of the light polar izat ion. F igure 7 shows measurements of the 
coherence decay by picosecond time-resolved C A R S for this mode, as well as 
frequency-domain measurements in benzene crystals of natura l isotopic 
composi t ion: the decay times determined i n both types of experiments agree 
wi th the error l imits. 
The study of v ibrat ional l inewidths in low-temperature molecular crystals 
by high-resolution C A R S is only a few years o ld , but a clear picture of certain 
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F i g . 7. (a) F r e q u e n c y a n d (b) t ime d o m a i n (curve 1) C A R S spectra o f the vx 9 9 1 - c m " 1 m o d e o f 
benzene single crysta ls o f n a t u r a l i s o t op i c c o m p o s i t i o n . C u r v e (2) is an ins t rument func t i on 
ob ta ined f r om l i q u i d benzene. T h e l i n e w i d t h pa ramete r (0.067 c m - 1 ) ob t a ined f r om the t op 
spec t rum agrees w i t h i n expe r imen ta l e r ro r w i t h the decay t ime (40 psec) o b t a i n e d f r om the b o t t o m 
curve. 
aspects of coherence decay in these systems begins to emerge. As the 
temperature of a crystal is lowered, the v ibrat iona l l inewidth decreases unt i l 
(around 10 K ) it becomes close to a temperature-independent l imit . The 
residual (T = 0) l inewidth is due to dephasing or energy transfer. F r o m a 
t ime-domain point of view, dephasing processes represent mechanisms by 
which init ia l ly well-defined phase relations among the excited oscil lators in the 
wavepacket are randomized by strain fields, or by defect and impur i t y 
scattering. This can be pictured as the evolut ion of a relatively smooth 
Four ier - l imi ted in i t ia l excitat ion wavepacket into a structure characterized by 
a correlat ion length inversely propor t iona l to the width of the d is t r ibut ion of k 
states into which the wavepacket has evolved. In energy-transfer processes, 
v ibrat ional ampl i tude diminishes evenly at al l excited sites of the crystal , 
preserving al l in i t ia l ly present phase relationships. Th is k ind of decay is 
accompanied by the spontaneous emission of phonons and corresponds to a 
loss of v ibrat ional popu la t i on from the ini t ia l ly excited mode (Tx process). In a 
pure crystal, from which al l chemical and isotopic impurit ies have been 
removed, only strain-induced dephasing and lifetime broadening due to 
spontaneous emission of phonons contr ibute to the v ibrat ional l inewidth. 
A n important goal of these nonl inear studies of crystals is to learn about 
molecular relaxation processes. The popula t ion decay rates for benzene were 
found to increase w i th the total v ibrat iona l energy content for benzene as 
shown in F i g . 8. The benzene crystal is sufficiently harmonic that Av = ±\ 
selection rules were expected to determine the relaxation pathways invo lv ing 
both the internal and the external, relative mot ion , degrees of freedom. A n 
explanat ion of this trend was recently given in terms of the variat ions of the 
anharmonicit ies of the benzene molecular modes. The internal anharmonic -
ities of the benzene modes are expected to increase w i th v ibrat ional frequency. 
A t low v ibrat ional energy, say less than 1000 c m - \ there is a harmonic region 
within which the existence of At; = ± 1 possibil it ies is not sufficient for a rap id 
relaxation. In the higher-energy, or "free-access," region, coup l ing may occur 
to many of the levels that are separated by less than one latt ice-vibrat ional 
quantum, as a result of the increased molecular anharmonici t ies and F e r m i 
resonances. A t a certain state density sti l l in the region of the fundamentals, 
the molecular mot ions might be sufficiently mixed to a l low each mode to relax 
into many channels while sti l l ma inta in ing the Av = ± 1 selection rule for 
lattice modes. Internal mode m ix ing of this nature was also invoked to 
describe the re laxat ion of C H stretching modes in l iquids (Fendt et a/., 1981) 
specifically in that case in terms of their coup l ing to C H bending motions. 
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It wi l l be interesting to discover whether the trend of F ig . 8 is upheld by 
studies of the infrared active modes of benzene and whether these basic ideas 
carry over to other systems. The energy at which the anharmonic effects 
become dominant is expected to vary from system to system. F o r example, in 
larger molecules where there are many more lower-frequency modes, the onset 
of the free-access region may be at quite low total energy. The lowest-
frequency modes may then be too close to the lattice modes for there to be a 
significant restricted region. 
Mo l ecu la r crystal v ibrat ional transitions can be extremely sharp and, as a 
result of the exchange of v ibrat ional energy, can display multiplets (factor 
group component states) of closely spaced lines. The study of the quantum 
beats in time-resolved C A R S [see E q . (69b)] was shown by Ve lsko et al. (1983) 
to be an effective nonl inear method of ultrahigh resolution spectroscopy 
required to determine the posi t ion and widths of these lines. These experi-
ments were carried out with ^ 5 ps pulses, but current femtosecond 
technology should enable the observation of the beats between and opt ica l 
pumping of the molecular v ibrat ional states. 
As dilute impurit ies are added (or for neat crystals wi th natural abundances 
of isotopic impurities), l ine-broadening mechanisms due to energy t rapping or 
scattering by impurit ies become operative. Simple theoretical models indicate 
that dephasing due to scattering is a slow process, except possibly i n the 
resonant regime, where the impur i ty levels lie close to the host band. The 
lineshape for the dilute impur i ty takes on a form typical of impur i ty spectra: if 
the guest level is sufficiently far from nearby host bands, the lineshape w i l l have 
a strong inhomogeneous component, which reflects the d is tr ibut ion of site 
energies due to crystal strain fields. The homogeneous component of the line 
reflects populat ion decay, both to the surrounding host material and to lower 
modes of the guest molecules. If there is no spectral diffusion, the lineshape 
wi l l be a convo lut ion of the inhomogeneous and homogeneous bands. 
At high dop ing levels (~50%), a number of processes become interwoven: 
impuri ty scattering may make an appreciable contr ibut ion to dephasing. The 
mot iona l narrowing effect is reduced by the d i lu t ion of the host structure, 
a l lowing strains to contribute an inhomogeneous character to the l inewidth. 
The populat ion decay also changes character, becoming an " incoherent" 
process. A l l of these effects are not necessarily separable and additive. 
As an example, F i g . 9 shows the C A R S lineshape of the vx A G mode in 
crystall ine benzene for a neat C 6 H 6 crystal, for a 5 0 % mixed C 6 H 6 / C 6 D 6 
crystal, and for dilute (3%) C 6 H 6 in a C 6 D 6 host. No te both the nonmonoton ic 
dependence of overal l l inewidth on concentrat ion and the qualitative change 
in the lineshapes. One expects different modes to exhibit different behavior, 
depending on where the k = 0 state lies within the band and on how close it lies 
to the levels of the isotopic diluent. D lo t t and co-workers (Chronister and 
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F i g . 9. Dependence o f the benzene v 1 Ag l ine w i d t h o n c oncen t r a t i on o f pe rp ro t o - in 
perdeuterobenzene. (a) I so top i ca l l y pure c rys ta l w i t h fit to a L o r e n t z i a n l ine shape, T = 0.043 
c m " 1 ; the fits i n the m ixed - c r ys ta l spectra (b) a n d (c) are c o n v o l u t i o n s o f gauss ian a n d L o r e n t z i a n 
l ine shapes w i th parameters T = 0.13 c m " 1 , a = 0.25 c m " 1 , a n d T = 0.073 c m " 1 , o = 0.133 c m - 1 
for the 5 0 % and 3 % crysta ls , respect ively. 
Dlot t , 1983; Schosser and Dlot t , 1984) have studied the concentrat ion 
dependence of v ibrat ional coherence decay times in mixtures of proto- and 
perdeuteronaphthalene, and have observed several distinct behaviors for 
different modes. It is clear that to interpret these dependences it is necessary to 
know in detail the v ibrat ional levels of the host and guest molecules and their 
band structures, as well as the intr insic strain-induced site energy d istr ibut ion 
and its dependence on impur i ty concentrat ion. 
V ibra t i ona l energy relaxation and energy transfer to impurit ies are the most 
"chemica l ly " interesting processes, since they relate to broader questions 
about v ibrat ional re laxat ion in molecular systems. There are now a few cases 
where coherence decay can be unambiguously assigned to these mechanisms. 
In this respect an important experimental challenge is to make systematic 
studies of v ibrat ional relaxation in crystals using direct Tv measurements. O f 
course, from the point of view of exciton transport theory, dephasing 
processes are of interest in themselves, and also because of their potential for 
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affecting the dynamics of popu la t ion decay processes, especially t rapp ing 
(Velsko and Hochstrasser, 1985a,b). 
D. Resonances in x(2) 
The second-order electric dipole susceptibil ity was rarely used in spec-
troscopic appl icat ions because it vanishes in centrosymmetric media. Benzene, 
naphthalene, and anthracene are, as are most molecular crystals, cen-
trosymmetric, and two-photon transit ions are therefore a l lowed only between 
levels of the same parity. However , in al l these materials two-photon 
transitions were noticed to occur from the total ly symmetr ic ground state to 
levels known to be of u symmetry from one-photon spectra (Hochstrasser and 
Sung, 1977b; Hochstrasser et a/., 1979). In addi t ion, a resonance-enhanced 
second-harmonic generation was observed, corresponding again to g u 
transitions (Hochstrasser and Mered i th , 1977, 1978, 1979; Stevenson et a/., 
1981; Stevenson and Smal l , 1983). The anisotropic properties of these 
nonl inear effects suggested a two-photon process in wh ich one photon couples 
through the electric and the other through the magnetic d ipole interact ion. In 
these experiments, fusion of the in i t ia l ly created po lar i tons generates a 
po lar i ton at twice the incident laser frequency, wh ich may either result in 
incoherent light (hyper-Raman scattering) or may survive as a coherent beam 
at 2co. The measurements for a crystal of naphthalene are shown i n F i g . 10. 
The sharp angular dependence of the peak of the signal maps the dispersion of 
the po lar i ton : the generation of the second-harmonic beam is governed by the 
phase-matching condit ions, and as 2co resonates w i th a one-photon a l lowed 
transit ion, the index of refraction at this frequency varies rap id ly not on ly as a 
function of the frequency (polar i ton dispersion) but also, in these b iax ia l 
crystals, as a function of the direct ion of the wave vector. S imi lar experiments 
have also been performed in the noncentric crystal phenanthrene (Johnson 
and Smal l , 1982a,b); in this system, transitions to the first electronic state are 
both one-photon and two-photon al lowed and can thus be observed as 
resonances in x{2) and # ( 3 ). The quantitative analysis of the experimental data 
is rendered complex in noncentric systems because of interactions between 
incident and generated fields. In molecular crystals the problem of this 
cascading in higher-order processes has been cr i t ical ly analyzed by Mered i th 
(1981,1982). In centrosymmetric crystals these processes do not occur w i th in 
the electric dipole approx imat ion , and the forbidden second-order processes 
remain weak: in this case the breaking of the inversion symmetry by defects or 
by the surface may become important in contr ibut ing significantly to the 
generated signals. 
A t roughened metal surfaces, opt ical nonlinearities are strongly enhanced 
by the local field. Th is effect is thought to make significant contr ibut ions to 
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F i g . 10. V a r i a t i o n s o f m a x i m a o f the s e c o n d - h a r m o n i c s igna l as a func t ion o f laser -beam 
inc idence angle i n single crysta ls o f naphtha l ene at 4.2 K . T h e angle is measured re lat ive to the 
n o r m a l o f the ab p l ane a n d the c rys ta l is ro ta ted about b; the p o l a r i z a t i o n o f the inc ident beam is 
pa ra l l e l to b. 
surface-enhanced R a m a n scattering (SERS) . The contr ibut ion of adsorbed 
molecules to second harmonic generation also becomes very large such that 
molecular monolayers can easily be detected, as was shown by Shen and co-
workers (Chen et a/., 1981; He inz et al, 1981, 1982, 1983). Such contr ibut ions 
become large even for centrosymmetric molecules: the second-order po lar iza-
bi l i ty induced in the local field may reach values as large as those observed for 
polar molecules. 
E. Fully Resonant \ { 2 ) 
In the presence of a dc electric field, x{2) phenomena such as sum- and 
difference-frequency generation w i l l occur in a l l media. A l though the observed 
effects are strictly third-order i n the appl ied fields, two opt ica l and one dc, the 
coherent light generation pathways and the dynamica l parts of the sus-
ceptibi l i ty determining the spectral shapes are characteristic of x{2) processes. 
U s i n g this approach, spectroscopic appl icat ions of bo th sum- and difference-
frequency generation under fully resonant condit ions have been explored 
(Dick and Hochstrasser, 1983d, 1984a). The system used to demonstrate these 
effects was a mixed crystal of a polar guest (azulene) doped subst i tut ional ly 
into a centrosymmetric host (naphthalene). The average dipole moment of the 
mixed crystal is zero, but in the presence of a dc electric field the r andom 
translat ional lattice of guest molecules is transformed into two interpenetra-
t ing but distinguishable sublattices consist ing of polar molecules whose 
dipoles project paral le l and antiparal le l to the appl ied field. The opt ical t ransi-
tions of the guest molecules in these two sublattices can then be separately 
observed. If this system is now subject to an intense electromagnetic field 
having an arbitrary frequency, it wi l l respond as if it were noncentrosymmetric. 
Convent iona l electric-field-induced second-harmonic generation w i l l occur, 
for example, with the S H G radiat ion intensity depending on the square of the 
dc-field strength. However , a qualitatively different effect is observed when the 
osci l lat ing field is nearly resonant wi th one of the guest transit ions corre-
sponding to just one of the polar sublattices. In this case, the field senses a 
material that is polar, and at sufficiently high dc fields the x{2) process, occur ing 
as a result of the response of one sublattice, becomes nearly independent of the 
dc field strength. The experiments were carried out wi th the opt ica l field 
chosen to be resonant wi th spectrally sharp transit ions of the Sx -S0 and S2-S0 
transitions of azulene. The permanent dipole moments of 5 0 , Su and S2 are 
k n o w n to be sufficiently different that relatively smal l dc fields cause readi ly 
observable pseudo-Stark splittings of the spectral lines and effectively separate 
the two sublattices. The resonant contr ibut ion to x{2) of each sublattice 
separately are given by 
/ i ( 1 ) / i ( 2 ) / i ( 3 ) 
* S U M ( o ; 1 0 - o ; 1 + i T 0 1 ) [ c o 2 0 - ( c o 1 +co 2 ) + fr02] V ' 
<2, ^ o V M (1 , j ( r 1 2 - r 0 1 - r 0 2 ) 
D I F ( c o 1 0 - w 1 + i T 0 i ) ( c o 2 0 - c o 2 - i r 0 2 ) \ [cu 2 ! - ( o ) 2 - c o x ) - i T i 2 ] 
(71) 
Resonances should therefore occur at co 1 0 and co20 in both sum and difference 
frequency generation, and in addi t ion a resonance at co 1 2 is predicted in the 
presence of pure dephasing ( D I C E resonance; see Section IV ,G ) . In zero field, 
the contr ibut ions of the two sublattices have equal absolute values but are of 
opposite sign and cancel. In a dc field the shift of the transit ion frequencies coi} 
is opposite for the two sublattices, resulting i n a net nonzero value of % ( 2 ), 
which can be obtained from Eqs. (70) and (71) as 
X = X(a>ij ~ • F ) - x(u>ij + A/ i 0 - . F ) (72) 
where A / i 0 is the difference of permanent dipole moment of azulene i n states 
i and y, and F the electric field strength along A/*. Since the naphthalene host 
crystal is centrosymmetric, the nonresonant field induced value of xi2) is very 
smal l and can be neglected. Th is predicted behavior of x{2) is manifested in the 
experiment. F igure 11 shows examples of the field-induced sum- and 
difference-frequency generation signal; a l l predicted resonances except the 
D I C E resonance are observed in these experiments, and the change of shape 
as a function of field strength can be fitted by formulas for x{2) as obtained 
from Eqs. (70)-(72). The absence of the D I C E resonance was rat ional ized by 
numerica l calculat ions of the spectra using parameters derived from l inear 
spectroscopic data, which predict it to be more than three orders of magnitude 
weaker than the ma in resonance and to be thus unobservable under the 
experimental condit ions. The co 2 0 and co 1 0 resonances appear very s imilar in 
the sum- and difference-frequency spectra, a l though complementary l ine-
narrowing properties are predicted for both spectra. Th is is because the purely 
homogeneous contr ibut ion to the nonl inear l inewidth dominates and any 
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F i g . 11. Resonan t s u m - a n d dif ference-frequency genera t ion o f m i x e d crysta ls o f azu lene i n 
naphtha lene i n an app l i ed e lectr ic field. T o p : Sum- f requency spectra for increas ing d c field 
strength i n the c' d i r e c t i on . Insert : T h e peak in tens i ty o f a sum- f requency s igna l as a func t i on o f d c 
field strength for l o w fields. B o t t o m : Di f ference- f requency genera t i on i n a dc field o f 50 k V / c m 
a l o n g c' for va r i ous de tun ings o f col. T h e b r o k e n l ine is a fitted L o r e n t z i a n that m a p s the l ine shape 
of the S0 -> St t r ans i t i on . 
correlations wi thin the inhomogeneous contr ibut ions have on ly a slight effect 
in this case. In systems where the inhomogeneous w id th dominates, these 
experiments can be used for line na r row ing and to study inhomogeneous 
correlations, as described in Sect ion I I I .G and also discussed in the next 
section. 
F. Four-Level Systems and Fully Resonant * ( 3 ) 
In order that a general four-wave m i x ing process be fully resonant, the 
system must have four levels, and each of these levels must be connected to two 
other levels by a one-photon a l lowed trans i t ion (see F i g . 3). Th is cond i t i on is 
very natural ly met in molecules when the fundamental frequencies are in the 
range of electronic or v ibron ic transit ions and when their differences equal 
v ibrat ional or rotat ional frequencies. W i t h on ly two different incident laser 
beams, just two resonance condi t ions can, in general, be fullfilled s imul ta-
neously, but in molecular systems a th i rd resonance is also met approximate ly 
in as far as v ibrat ional frequencies i n different electronic states are usual ly 
similar (see 3 - 6 in F i g . 3). W i t h use of three tunable input frequencies, exact 
resonance can of course be achieved for a l l possible transit ions. The 
susceptibility of a med ium of noninteract ing molecules is p ropor t i ona l to the 
number density, and the measured signals are p ropor t i ona l to |#|2. F o r a fully 
resonant four-level system, however, the susceptibi l i ty may become very large 
and not only al low the study of extremely di lute samples (~ 1 0 - 2 ppm) but 
also make it possible to address and study specific molecular species i n selected 
states and/or environments. 
The first ful'y resonant four-wave m ix ing studies were done in the dilute 
mixed crystal system of pentacene dispersed in benzoic ac id ( D e C o l a et a/., 
1980a). The host, benzoic acid, forms high-qual i ty crystals that are transparent 
not only to the visible frequencies (DX and a>2 but also to 2coj and 2co 2. Th is 
system is expected to correspond closely to the theoretical mode l that treats 
two monochromat ic waves at co^ and co2 coupled to a four-level system hav ing 
resonances near co2, co1, o)x — co2, and 2a>x — co2. The four levels correspond to 
the zeropoint levels (0 and 0') of g round and excited states and any pair of 
v ibrat ional levels v and u\ chosen f rom each of these states, for wh ich \xvu. is 
nonzero. The case where v = u, so that the same mode is invo lved in each state, 
was studied in detail. 
F igure 12 shows experiments where co1 is fixed at the 0 - 0 transit ion, co2 
tuned i n the region of the fluorescence lines, and the generated beam at 
2co : — co2 is monitored. The resonantly enhanced signals can be many times 
stronger than those f rom the host mater ia l , no twi ths tand ing the fact that the 
observed light intensity varies w i th the square of the concentrat ion. F o r this 
F i g . 12. A b s o r p t i o n , fluorescence, a n d C A R S f our -wave m i x i n g spec t ra o f pentacene i n a 
benzo i c a c id c rys ta l at 1.6 K . T h e f our -wave m i x i n g s p e c t r u m was measured o n a crys ta l o f 
5 x 1CT 7 m o l / m o l c o n c e n t r a t i o n , a n d OJ1 was i n exact r esonance w i t h the 0 - 0 t r ans i t i on of 
pentacene. T h e b a n d B is a benzo i c a c i d C A R S resonance a n d c a n be used for c a l i b r a t i o n o f the 
s igna l since it has a c o n v e n t i o n a l o f f - resonance R a m a n cross sec t i on c o m p a r a b l e w i t h the 992 
c m " " 1 mode o f benzene. 
case the enhancement factor was found to be greater than 1 0 1 5 ! The four-wave 
mix ing signal is seen to conta in in fo rmat ion from bo th absorpt ion and 
emission spectroscopy. Ac tua l l y , the resonant part of the homogeneous 
response in this case takes the form 
& [ « ( a v - A) - r i ( . 0 ] [ i (a J o — A) — r„0] ( ' 
where cov and cou. are g round- and excited-state v ibrat iona l frequencies 
corresponding to modes v and u and A = wl — coz. The signal is the square of 
this function wi th peaks at A = cov and A = a v for al l modes u and v for which 
transit ion momonts in the numerator exist. F o r many molecules, however, the 
dominant cont r ibut ion comes from v = u. Th is results f rom the fact that \ivu. is 
often max imum when u = v, especially in large molecule spectra. In addi t ion, 
a)v — (Dv> is frequently smal l . Indeed, intense signals are obtained from modes 
that have nearly the same frequency in the g round and excited states since then 
both factors in the denominator of E q . (73) become smal l at about the same 
value of A. A n example, shown i n F i g . 12, is the mode at cov = 762, cov> = 761 
c m " 1 , which shows only a weak absorpt ion line but a relatively strong doublet 
in the coherent experiment. The states u' and v must correspond to the same 
chemical component of the system, otherwise \ivu. = 0. Thus this technique 
can be used to identify the occurence of different components in a mixture, 
different sites such as in mixed crystals, and matrix- isolated species or different 
aggregates of the same species. A n example of the last case is the identi f icat ion 
of the levels of dimers of pentacene in a host crystal of p-terphenyl. These pairs 
are observed at higher dop ing levels, e.g., 1 0 ~ 4 to 10~ 3 , and correspond to 
situations where two neighboring p-terphenyl host molecules are replaced by a 
pair of pentacene guests. The ratio of pairs to isolated monomers is 
proport iona l to the dop ing level and remains therefore very small under usual 
condit ions. Each excited state of the monomer gives rise to three levels of the 
dimer, two singly excited levels (plus and minus combinat ions of the molecular 
excitations) and one doubly excited level. L inear spectroscopic methods do 
not expose the dimer transitions, which are buried under the monomer 
absorpt ion. U s i n g the high selectivity of fully resonant four-wave mix ing , 
Lev insky and Wie rsma (1982) have been able to locate a l l these levels for one 
dimer. O f part icular interest is the fact that the resonance associated w i th the 
doubly excited level is fairly narrow, corresponding to a lifetime of at least 2 
psec, for the relaxation of this state by excitation fusion. 
G. DICE Effects 
There are three fully resonant time orderings that contribute to the 
generation of steady-state Stokes radiat ion in a four-level system, as indicated 
in F i g . 13. The second d iagram differs from the first i n that the in i t ia l o l field is 
interchanged in time wi th the co2 field. Bo th these processes involve 
introducing coherence in a level pair v'0' (the excited-state R a m a n transition). 
General ly , when coherence is introduced into a pair of levels, the response 
function wi l l exhibit a resonance at the transit ion frequency. Wh i l e each of the 
two terms in F ig . 13 resonate on co t/ = co2 — cou it turns out that the sum of 
these terms need not display this resonance. In fact, this excited-state R a m a n 
resonance is predicted to be absent if the quantity T = roo< 4- T0v> — F0v> is 
exactly zero. This is the case when the pure dephasing (elastic) parts of the 
coherence decay vanish. The response as a function of A = OJ2 — a){ is given 
approximately by 
(av + d - A + iTQv.yl[k<ov - A + iTvYl 
+ T ( a v - A + ffV)"JK - d - A - tfVJ-1] (74) 
The absolute square of this function yields resonances at cov> + d and cov — d, 
both of which have electronic transit ion widths, and resonances at cov and cov> 
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F i g . 13. R a t i o of the s i gna l intens i ty at Aa) = a>v. (747 c m - 1 ) a n d Aco = cov (755 c m - 1 ) i n 
coherent S tokes R a m a n spec t ra as a func t i on o f t empera ture for pentacene i n a benzo i c ac id 
c rys ta l . T h e re levant d i a g rams for b o t h resonances are inserted a n d are d iscussed in the text. 
having the Raman widths of each of the electronic states. This interesting 
prediction implies that in the condensed phase at near the absolute zero of 
temperature where the pure dephasing might be smal l , one may expect little or 
no enhancement of the Stokes signal from the cond i t ion co2 — cox = a>v>. O n 
the other hand, at finite temperatures the excited-state R a m a n process is 
predicted to appear. Th is effect is termed dephasing induced coherent emission 
( D I C E ) (Andrews and Hochstrasser, 1981a,b). F r o m the standpoint of spec-
troscopy it has important consequences, since inter-excited-state transitions 
can be studied without first populating the excited states. The populat ions are 
introduced by pure dephasing, or co l l is ional redistr ibut ion in gases, in the 
same process that converts R a m a n scattering into fluorescence emission. The 
predicted temperature effects br ing forth a method to measure directly the 
pure dephasing of transit ions. Other coherent techniques such as photon 
echoes and hole-burning spectroscopy measure only the total dephasing rate. 
The results for Stokes generation using pentacene in benzoic acid are given 
in F i g . 13. The D I C E effect growth of intensity at the resonance condi t ion 
a>2 — a>i = cov, compared wi th that at a>2 — o){ = a>v is attr ibuted to the onset 
of pure dephasing in the system. D I C E processes are, in fact, accounted for in 
the usual form of the resonant susceptibil ity (Bloembergen et al, 1978) and 
were recently seen also in atomic vapors as a P I E R - 4 effect (Pr ior et al, 1981). 
A question inherent in these experiments concerns the contr ibut ion of 
excited-state populat ions to the generated signal. In fact, the same dephasing 
process that brings about the D I C E signal converts the polar izat ion into 
populat ion. This question was investigated by Boz io et al (1983) by measuring 
C A R S and C S R S spectra as a function of detuning d. A t 1.6 K and 4.2 K 
and for small values of d ( <5 c m - 1 ) , the spectra show resonances at 
\oi — a>2\ = a v independent of d, demonstrat ing the bu i ldup of excited-
state populat ion dur ing the laser pulse. In the D I C E experiment discussed 
above, d was large enough (16.8 c m " 1 ) and the contr ibut ion of the excited-
state populat ions to the observed signals were estimated to be negligible. 
However, line broadening at higher temperatures makes populat ion bu i ldup 
possible for larger detuning, but comparisons of C A R S and C S R S studies 
a l low in this case the identif ication of the D I C E effect (Andrews et al, 1981). 
The nonlinear responses of these four-level systems were also studied 
directly in t ime-domain experiments (Duppen et al, 1983). The two Stokes 
diagrams 5 and 6 in F i g . 3, wh ich give rise to the D I C E resonance in quasi-cw 
(continuous wave) experiments can, in principle, be separated in t ime-domain 
studies wi th light pulses that are short compared wi th the system relaxation 
times. The time behavior corresponding to these two diagrams is 
exp [ - ( i c o a c + Yac){t, - t2) - (icodc + Tdc)(t2 - t3) - (icobc + T 6 c ) t 3 ] (75) 
exp [ - ( t o d f l + TJit, - t2) - (icodc + Fdc)(t2 - t3) - (icobc + r j r 3 ] (76) 
where in E q . (75) a pulse at a>2 arrives at t1 = t — xx = 0 resonant or near 
resonant wi th the a c transit ion, while in E q . (76) a>l arrives at t = T1 near 
resonant wi th the a d transit ion. F o r the case where the a>l and co2 pulses 
arrive together, T, = T 2 , a probe pulse at co2 generates Stokes light whose 
intensity var iat ion with pulse delay, x = t 3 — T 2 = t2 — t3, measures the 
excited-state dynamics Tcd. The response function for both diagrams becomes 
in this case the same and is equal to 
R(t) = - ^ a c M d a M w ^ e x p [ - ( i a ; f c c + Tbc)(t - i ) ] e xp [ - ( i c o d c + r d c ) x ] (77) 
The integrated intensity of the signal generated at a)bc is equal to 
with I0 = c/2rbc being the intensity of the signal for T = 0. Not ice that this 
experiment does not depend on the existence of pure dephasing, so that the 
D I C E effect is seen to be a result of averaging over times long compared with 
the relaxation dynamics. 
One interesting aspect of these fully resonant processes is their potential 
for explor ing inhomogeneous distr ibutions (see Section III.G). F o r the 
755/747 c m " 1 mode of bentacene i n benzoic acid at 1.6 K , it was found that 
the width of the ground state R a m a n resonance is about two times smaller 
in C A R S than i n C S R S spectra (Bozio et al, 1983). Th is is a clear ind icat ion 
of the fact that the inhomogeneous distr ibutions of the ground-state R a m a n 
and the electronic transit ions are anticorrelated: that is, molecules absorbing 
at the higher frequency side of the 0 - 0 ' band center contr ibute to the lower-
energy por t ion of the inhomogeneous ground-state v ibrat iona l transi t ion 
at 755 c m " 1 . 
H. Grating Experiments 
As the frequency difference between the incident laser beams becomes 
smaller, lower-frequency molecular modes and opt ical and eventually acoust-
ical phonons are probed. In fact, these experiments probe in general 
phenomena occur ing on the timescale of 1/Aco. These coherent Ray le igh 
mix ing experiments have been used to probe dynamica l processes i n l iquids 
(Yajima et al, 1976, 1978; Ya j ima and Souma, 1978; He i lwe i l et al, 1980; 
Souma et al, 1982). The way i n wh ich these experiments probe the dynamics 
can be envisioned by considering the spatial d is tr ibut ion of l ight intensity set 
up in the sample by two intersecting incident beams: for two beams of equal 
frequency co and field strength E crossing i n the sample at an angle of 29, the 
intensity in the sample is spatial ly periodic 
\E{ + E\\2 = 4E2cos2(2nysm6/l) (79) 
corresponding to a stationary diffraction grating a long the direct ion y that 
is parallel to — k\. Ano ther beam co2 w i l l diffract from this grat ing wi th 
the overall process leading to the generation of a beam at co2 * n the direc-
t ion kj — k\ + k 2 . It is easy to see that this corresponds to the Bragg 
diffraction cond i t i on for a grating having the character of E q . (79). W h e n the 
frequencies of the two beams creating the grat ing differ by an amount Aco = 
cox — co2, the spatial intensity d is t r ibut ion is no longer stationary and the 
diffracted beam w i l l be Dopp l e r shifted by an amount Aco. The diffraction 
of coj gives rise to light emitted at frequency 2(0, — co2. The ampl i tude of 
the grating and therefore the intensity of the diffracted beam is determined 
by the var iat ion of the refractive index of the med ium that is induced by 
the incident E{ fields. Different contr ibut ions to this var iat ion stem from 
thermal, populat ion, and coherence transfer processes, and these cont r ibu-
tions bu i ld up and decay wi th different characteristic time constants. In a 
mov ing grating, therefore, only contr ibut ions with characteristic time con-
stants faster than 1/Aco wi l l show up: otherwise they wi l l be washed out. 
Thus, the dynamics of the med ium can be probed by vary ing the frequency 
difference of the two beams creating the grating. F o r example, wi th incident 
visible beams separated by 1 c m - 1 , processes occur ing on the time scale of 
5 psec are singled out. 
The t ime-domain analogue of these moving-grat ing experiments are the so-
called transient-grating experiments. In these experiments, two time-
coincident laser pulses of the same frequency are crossed in the sample and 
produce a grating, which is probed by a delayed th i rd pulse. The grat ing 
represents a spatially periodic modula t ion of the index of refraction, which 
has contr ibutions from the popula t ion of excited electronic or v ibrat ional 
states or phonons (or more generally of other species produced in the 
excitation process such as e lec t ron-ho le pairs, for example, in semicon-
ductors) and due to modulat ions of the density of the mater ia l produced by 
periodic heating or directly by electrostriction. The bu i ldup of the grating 
amplitude occurs over a finite time and its observat ion permits study of the 
kinetic processes contr ibut ing to it. The probe pulse need not be of the same 
frequency as the excitat ion pulses and can be chosen to be resonant wi th a 
different transit ion and thereby to enhance specific contr ibut ions to the 
grating. In molecular crystals, transient-grating experiments have been used to 
study excited-state lifetimes, excited state absorptions, and exciton transport 
properties (Eichler, 1977; Fayer, 1982, 1983; Rose et al, 1984). 
Transient gratings have also been used to stimulate ultrasonic waves and to 
measure their speed and attenuation (Nelson et al, 1982); these experiments 
correspond to Br i l l ou in scattering in the time doma in and are part icular ly 
useful when the attenuation becomes very large and difficult to measure in the 
frequency domain . F o r example, this method was employed to follow soft 
modes near a phase transit ion (Robinson et al, 1984). 
In transparent media the coupl ing to the light field occurs by electrostric-
t ion, but the generation of coherent acoustic phonons in optical ly absorbing 
media is more readily achieved by impulsive heating. These techniques to 
generate and moni tor ultrasonic waves are superior to convent ional methods, 
especially when the properties of the mater ia l make it difficult to establish a 
good mechanical contact with a transducer, or when the acoustic attenuation 
becomes so high that the wave is damped over only a few cycles. These 
situations arise frequently when a material undergoes interesting structural 
transformations: in polymer materials, for example, the glass transit ion as a 
function of temperature or the transformation from monomer to polymer 
dur ing the polymer izat ion may be studied using these methods, as is i l lustrated 
in F i g . 14 (Blanchard et al, 1985). 
Transient-grat ing experiments are int imately related to stimulated photon 
echo experiments: they correspond to the l imi t i n which the time difference 
between the first two pulses in the echo experiment goes to zero. The situation 
in wh i ch the state of the grating is probed by a different color corresponds to 
two-color photon echo experiments (Duppen et al., 1984a,b). B o t h experi-
ments probe the same physical processes, namely the evolut ion of the 
popula t ion of the levels connected by the light fields. 
I. Molecular Reorientation 
The populat ions of excited states generated by nonl inear opt ical inter-
actions are usually anisotropic. Th is anisotropy is manifested as a d ichro ism. 
Non l inea r signals that depend on such d ichro ism have response functions that 
1 2 3 4 5 
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F i g . 14. T i m e e vo lu t i on o f a s t and ing u l t r a son i c wave generated by impu l s i v e hea t ing by two 
t ime-co inc ident crossed laser pulses i n me thy lme thac ry l a t e d u r i n g p o l y m e r i z a t i o n . W h i l e the 
speed o f s o u n d increases m o n o t o n i c a l l y d u r i n g this process, the acous t i c a t t enua t i on becomes 
very large a n d passes t h r o u g h a m a x i m u m at a n in te rmed ia te state o f p o l y m e r i z a t i o n . 
decay on the reduced time scale of T, relaxation and the orientat ional cor-
relation time of the transit ion dipoles that generate the resonances. One ex-
ample of such a signal is found in the polar izat ion spectroscopy of molecules 
in solutions (Shank and Ippen, 1975; Reiser and Laubereau, 1982; Cross et a/., 
1983; Myers and Hochstrasser, 1986). M o t i o n a l properties of systems are 
usefully described using the conventional susceptibilities in cases where the 
mot ion is slow compared wi th the electromagnetic field impulses and T2 decay 
times. In that case the response function of the system is developed by iteration 
in the usual way, except that the transit ion dipole factor is taken to be time-
dependent but slowly varying (Myers and Hochstrasser, 1986). 
F o r a system of four levels, a and b coupled by the excitation fields 1 and 2 at 
time 0, c and d coupled by the prob ing field, 3, at time r, the usual density 
matr ix expansion yields a slowly vary ing por t ion of the response to linear 
polarized fields having the form 
</U0) • 2 ^ ( 0 ) • e 2 / i c d ( i ) • e 3/z d c(i) • e4> = \fiabficd\2(A + Be~^) (80) 
where e 4 is the po lar izat ion of the generated wave. Th is response refers to al l 
experiments invo lv ing a field product inc lud ing po lar izat ion spec-
troscopy, transient gratings, and crossed gratings. Convent iona l Bragg 
diffraction in which a transient grating formed by excitat ion pulses of the 
same polar izat ion (e t • e 2 = 1) is probed wi th paral le l (e3 • e 2 = 1) and per-
pendicular (e 3. e 2 = 0) polar izat ions has the advantage of yielding both the 
time dependence and the magnitude of the induced anisotropy. However, the 
accompanying acoustic grating interferes wi th the polarization-sensitive 
excited-state grating. In the crossed-grating configuration, the acoustic sig-
nal is el iminated by the use of perpendicularly polar ized excitation pulses 
ei • e 2 = 0 Po lar i za t ion spectroscopy (et • e 2 = 0; e 4 • e 3 = 0) gives the same 
susceptibility and anisotropy dynamics as the crossed grating but is more 
sensitive to interference from background birefringence because k 4 = k 3 . 
The orientation average of E q . (80) is readily evaluated for the case of 
isotropic diffusion hav ing relaxation time T , to yield the fo l lowing values for 
the constants A and B: 
A = y ; B = 2r 0 /3 for conventional grating probed parallel 
A = 3 ; B = — r 0 /3 for crossed grating probed perpendicular 
A = 0; B = r 0 /2 for crossed grating and po lar i zat ion spectroscopy 
where r 0 = f (PilPabity * l*cd(T)]> a n d P2 is the second Legendre po lynomia l . It 
is easy to deduce the relative signal intensities (at time zero) for each of these 
techniques. The results are given in Table I. These techniques are each useful 
in determining rotat ional re laxat ion dynamics in molecular condensed phases. 
Furthermore, when the four waves a l l have the same frequency, the methods 
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" T h e field p o l a r i z a t i o n a n d a n g u l a r averages for fluorescence w i t h pa ra l l e l a n d pe rpend i cu l a r de tec t ion are the same as for the 
o r d i n a r y g ra t ing . T h e p a r a l l e l : p e rpend i cu l a r s i gna l ra t i os for f luorescence are the square root o f those for the gra t ing . 
b In the crossed gra t ing , any cho i ce o f e 3 gives the same s i gna l s t rength. In general , i f e 3 = c o s 0 z + s in f l y , then e 4 = 
s in 0% + cos 6y. 
c A s s u m i n g i so t rop i c r o t a t i ona l d i f fus ion w i t h t ime cons tant xR; r0 = \ (P2[.h * /*,]>• 
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F i g . 15. C o m p a r i s o n o f different techniques m e a s u r i n g the r o t a t i o n a l r e l axa t i on d y n a m i c s o f 
9 - am inoac r i d ine i n ethylene g l yco l . T h e exc i t a t i on wave length i n a l l exper iments is 266 n m . In (a ) -
(c), the coherence i n t r oduced i n the sample is p r obed w i t h a t ime-de layed pulse of the same 
frequency. F o r c o m p a r i s o n in (d), the incoherent fluorescence o f the sample detected at r ight 
angles at 460 n m is also s h o w n . T h e difference of the two signals in (c) and (d) s h o u l d measure the 
same d y n a m i c a l process as each of the s ignals i n (a) a n d (b). 
provide a way of measuring T2 for the pumped transit ion through studies of 
the "coherent sp ike " seen at zero delay time (see F ig . 15). 
F igure 15 shows the experimental results for 9-aminoacridine using each of 
the grating configurations discussed above. The signal in each case corre-
sponds to the square of the response function in Eq . (80). The deduced value 
of T r = 760 + 20 psec obtained from each experiment corresponds in this case 
to the rotat ion of the molecule about an axis perpendicular to the molecular 
plane. 
V. SUMMARY AND PROGNOSIS 
This article was intended to provide an overview of nonl inear opt ical 
studies of molecular systems with part icular emphasis on molecular con-
densed matter spectroscopic applications. We have shown that a wide range of 
material parameters can be determined by means of either time or frequency 
doma in experiments that employ tunable lasers. The use of mult ip le laser 
fields allows the study of double or triple resonance effects and of dynamica l 
processes invo lv ing molecular and excitonic excited states. The nonl inear 
optical theory provides the framework on which to understand al l such 
mult iresonant phenomena inc luding induced emission, absorpt ion, and 
spontaneous decay. 
F o r the future, there are a number of obvious directions that resonant 
molecular optics is l ikely to take. F irst , there is the study of extremely rapid 
responses using femtosecond light pulses more closely approx imat ing those of 
Eq . (7). Recently, the coherent R a m a n beating impl ic i t in E q . (69) and observed 
for benzene using picosecond pulses (Velsko et al, 1983) was studied wi th 
femtosecond pulses by Ne lson and coworkers (De Silvestri et al, 1985). In 
addit ion it seems very interesting to proceed with the study of systems not 
close to equi l ibr ium. This s i tuation might involve materials that are heavily 
ionized or highly concentrated in excited states or excitons and systems in 
which a large fraction of certain atoms, for example protons, are displaced 
from their equ i l ib r ium configurations. Another area of great interest barely 
touched on in this article is surface molecular optics. It is apparent that the 
principles presented here can be used to make detailed studies of surface states 
and of dynamica l processes invo lv ing adsorbed molecules. F ina l l y , an 
important area is the development and character izat ion of new molecular 
materials hav ing the required resonances and dynamics to permit qualitative 
improvements in , as well as the generation of, new types of opt ical materials. 
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